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I. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The National Trust for
for Historic
HistoricPreservation,
Preservation, the
the preeminent
preeminent historic
historic preservation
preservation
organization
organization in
inthe
the United
UnitedStates,
States, posits,
posits,“Churches,
“Churches,synagogues,
synagogues, temples
temples and
and mosques
mosques

are
often the
the most
most ambitious,
ambitious, beloved,
beloved,and
andarchitecturally
architecturallysignificant
significant buildings
buildings in any
are often
given urban neighborhood. Their domes, towers, and
and spires
spires provide
provide identifying
identifying elements
elements
in
in the
the local
local skyline,
skyline,and
and they
theyattest
attest to
to the
the diverse
diverse traditions
traditions that
that have
have created
created cities
cities and
and
1
towns
acrossthe
thecountry.”
country.”1
Furthermore,
it warns,
“Abandoning
buildings
Furthermore,
it warns,
“Abandoning
thesethese
buildings
would
towns across
would
mean
losing an
an irretrievable
irretrievable part of the nation’s cultural
mean losing
cultural heritage
heritage that
that extends from before

the
RevolutionaryWar
Wartotothe
themodern
modern
Civil
Rights
the Revolutionary
Civil
Rights
Movement.”2
Movement.”2
real and
andpotential
potential constitutional
constitutional conflicts
conflicts arising when
This Comment examines
examines real
historic
historic preservation
preservation is confronted by the powerful land use provisions of the Religious
3
Land
Useand
andInstitutionalized
Institutionalized
Persons
(RLUIPA).3
development
of
TheThe
development
of historic
Land Use
Persons
ActAct
(RLUIPA).
historic
preservation
is the
federal jurisprudence
preservation in
in the
the United
United States
States is
is summarized,
summarized, as
as is
the federal
jurisprudence and
and

legislative history leading to the
the enactment
enactmentofofRLUIPA.
RLUIPA. Specific
within the Act
Specific clauses
clauses within
are individually
individually examined
are
examined and
and critiqued
critiqued from
fromthe
the perspective
perspective of
of existing
existing Supreme
Supreme Court
jurisprudence
Congressional Record
Record at
at the
the time
time of
of passage.
passage. New
New methods for
jurisprudence and
and the Congressional

1
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interpreting
interpreting RLUIPA
RLUIPAprovisions
provisionsare
arethen
thenproposed
proposed to
toreconcile
reconcilecase
case law
law and
and the

Congressional
Recordwith
with the
the “plain”
“plain” language
Congressional Record
language of
of the Act.
Act. These
These new
new synthesized
synthesized
interpretations
interpretations are
are applied to typical
typical historic
historicpreservation
preservationissues,
issues, as
as they pertain to

religious institutions.
institutions. The
Thehypothetical
hypotheticalresults
results are
are analyzed
analyzed to predict how religious
institutions,
institutions, locally
locallyprotected
protected historic
historic districts
districts and
and landmark
landmark laws
laws might
might be
be affected
and/or clarified
clarified to
to avoid
avoid future
futureconflicts
conflictsbetween
betweenthese
these worthy
worthy causes.
causes. Finally,
Finally,because
because

future conflicts
RLUIPA and
conflicts between
between RLUIPA
and protected
protected historic districts
districts and/or
and/or landmark
buildings
buildings seem
seem unavoidable, the
the Author
Authorproposes
proposes five
five specific
specificamendments
amendments to the

RLUIPA
RLUIPAtotomitigate
mitigatethe
thepotentially
potentiallydevastating
devastatingand
and irreversible
irreversible affects
affects on
on society
society that
that the

current Act may entail.

II.
THE
UNITED
II. BACKGROUND
BACKGROUNDON
ONHISTORIC
HISTORICPRESERVATION
PRESERVATIONLAW
LAWININ
THE
UNITED
STATES
Some
legal scholars
scholars have
have opined
opined that
that the
theniche
niche profession
profession of
of U.S.
U.S. historic
historic
Some legal

preservation
lawbegan
began
outgrowth
ofth20th
century
property
law, specifically
century
property
law, specifically
under
preservation law
asas
an an
outgrowth
of 20
under
4
the
conceptofofservitudes.
servitudes.4
“Interest
in preserving
open
space,
historic
buildings,
the concept
“Interest
in preserving
open
space,
historic
buildings,
scenic
scenic
views, and wildlife
wildlife habitat,
habitat,beginning
beginningthe
thelate
late1950s
1950sand
and early
early1960s,
1960s, led
led to
to increased
increased
5
demand
forservitudes
servitudes
that
could
serve
those
purposes.”5
However,
However,
beforebefore
there was
demand for
that
could
serve
those
purposes.”
there was
Historic
there was
was historic
historic preservation.
preservation. Private
Historic Preservation
Preservation law
law in
in the
the United
United States,
States, there
th
interests
Americanhistoric
historicpreservation
preservation
date
asback
far back
the mid-18th
century6
interests ininAmerican
date
as far
as theasmid-18
century6
although most preservationists
preservationistswill
will cite 1812 as
as the
thebirth
birth of
of American
American historic

preservation; this was the
the year
year that
thatfamed
famedearly-American
early-American architect
architect Robert
Robert Mills
Mills began
began
the
restoration of
on Independence
Independence Hall.
Hall.
the restoration
of the
the steeple
steeple on

2
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Following
Followingisis aa summary
summary of
of the
the progress
progress of historic preservation in the United
States,
thegovernment’s
government’sinevitable
inevitableinvolvement,
involvement, and
andfinally,
finally, how historic
States, the
historic preservation
preservation
law
result.
law developed
developed as
as aa result.

A. The Origin
Origin and
and Development
Development of Historic
Historic Preservation
Preservation in
in the
the United
UnitedStates
States
Without
Without the
the extensive
extensive cultural
cultural history
history of
ofEurope
Europe or
or Asia
Asiaas
as a visual guide, early
American settlers undoubtedly saw
saw little
little benefit
benefit to
to preserving
preserving old
old structures in the New

World.
World. The
Theearliest
earliest “American”
“American”architecture
architecturewas
was largely
largely utilitarian
utilitarianor
ordefensive
defensive in
in nature
nature
by necessity.
necessity. Only
Only after
after political
politicaland
and racial
racial stability
stabilitycould
couldbe
be achieved
achieved would refined
7
architecture
bea apossibility.
possibility.7
Subsequently,
historic
preservation
would
Subsequently,
historic
preservation
would
not see
architecture be
not see
widespread
acceptance until
until more and
cities, and regional
widespread acceptance
and more towns became
became cities,

architecture
began to
to develop recognizable
recognizable styles
styles or
or identities.
identities.
architecture began

However, preservation
preservation of
of American
American culture
culture gained
gained popularity
popularity after
after the
theCivil
Civil War
8
as
socialand
andeconomic
economic
change
thrust
the nation.8
This
erathe
saw
the
This era
saw
formation
as social
change
waswas
thrust
uponupon
the nation.
formation
of dedicated private groups that would later bring
bring public
publicattention
attentionand
and much-needed
much-needed

charitable
charitable funding
funding to
to the
the cause.
cause. In
In1885,
1885,the
the Trustees
Trustees of
of Scenic
Scenic and
and Historic
HistoricPlaces
Places and
and

Objects was
was founded
foundedin
in New
New York.
York. Its
Itsmission
mission was
was “the
“the Protection
Protection of
of Natural
Natural Scenery,
Scenery,
9
the
PreservationofofHistoric
HistoricLandmarks
Landmarks
Improvement
of Cities.”9
In the
the Preservation
andand
the the
Improvement
of Cities.”
In 1889,
1889, the
Association for
for the
the Preservation of Virginia
Virginiabecame
became the
the first
first statewide
statewide preservation
preservation

society of its kind,
with preserving,
kind, self-charged
self-charged with
preserving, interpreting and promoting, “real
“real and
and
10
personal
propertyrelating
relating
history
people
of
personal property
toto
thethe
history
andand
people
of Virginia.”
Virginia.”10
An
Historic Preservation
An annual
annual report published by the American
American Scenic
Scenic and Historic
Preservation

Society, circa 1911, indicates that public support for
for historic
historicpreservation
preservation to
tohave
have been
been
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robust, especially in academic
academic circles.
circles. The presidents
of Yale, Harvard and Columbia
presidents of
11
Universities
all wrote
wrotethoughtful
thoughtfulletters
lettersofofsupport
support
group.11
An especially
Universities all
forfor
thethe
group.
An especially
moving
moving
letter from the Rev.
Rev. H.
H. M.
M. MacCracken,
MacCracken,DD.,
DD.,LL.D.,
LL.D., chancellor
chancellor of
of New
New York
York University

stated:
stated:

All
All American
Americanuniversities,
universities, inasmuch
inasmuch as
as they
they are
are charged
charged with the
the
highest
highest responsibility for
for the
the education of American youth,
youth, must
must welcome
the
[of your Society]. Scenic
the existence
existence [of
Scenicand
andhistoric
historicplaces
places and
and objects
objects
teach
patriotism and
and nourish
nourish moral
moral sentiments,
while they
they care
also in
teach patriotism
sentiments, while
care also
some
measure
for
the
esthetic
nature.
When
once
established,
some measure for the esthetic nature. When once established, these
these
famous places
places become
become unsalaried
unsalariedteachers.
teachers. They
They never
never die, never ask
ask to

be
grow
stronger
andand
moremore
be retired
retired on
onpensions,
pensions, and
andtheir
theirvoices
voices
grow
stronger
convincing with
age. May
with increased
increased age.
May your
yourSociety
Societybe
be prospered
prospered in adding
to
the roll
roll of
of these
theseimmortal
immortalteachers.12
to the
teachers.12
It would
difficult for
would seem
seem difficult
forone
oneofofRev.
Rev.McCracken’s
McCracken’scontemporaries
contemporaries to
to question
question support,
support,
monetarily or otherwise, for
causesof
ofAmerican
American “patriotism”
“patriotism” and
for groups
groups promoting the causes
and

“moral
“moral sentiments.”
sentiments.”

B. Government Involvement in Historic
Historic Preservation
These
early preservation
preservation societies
societies began
beganas
asprivate
privateor
orquasi-public
quasi-public entities
entities but
but it
it
These early

did not take long for government to take
take up
up the
thetorch
torchof
ofRev.
Rev.MacCracken’s
MacCracken’s“patriotism”
“patriotism”

and
“moral sentiments.” Predictably,
presumably within
within wealthy
and “moral
Predictably, as
as public support grew, presumably
and
educated circles,
circles, Congress
Congress also
also became
becameinvolved
involved in
in preservation,
and educated
preservation, passing
passing the
the
13
American
AntiquitiesAct
Actof
of1906.
1906.13
The
Act
authorized
President
to
American Antiquities
The
Act
authorized
thethe
President
to designate
and
designate and
protect “historic
“historic landmarks,
landmarks, historic
historicand
and prehistoric
prehistoricstructures,
structures, and
and other objects of

historic
historic or
or scientific
scientificinterest
interest …
…to
tobe
be national
national monuments.
monuments. . . .” InIn1928,
1928, Colonial
Williamsburg
Williamsburgbegan
began its
its own
own comprehensive
comprehensive restoration program, although it also
14
received
significantprivate
privatehelp
help
from
John
Rockefeller.14
Then,
in 1931,
Then,
in 1931,
Charleston,
received significant
from
John
D. D.
Rockefeller.
Charleston,

4
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South Carolina became
the first
first community in
became the
in the
the nation
nation to
to enact
enact an historic preservation

ordinance,
followedby
byNew
NewOrleans
Orleans
ordinance, followed
in in
1936.15
1936.15
Support for historic
historic preservation,
preservation, both public
public and
and private,
private, came into bud in the
1930s.
governmentinitiated
initiated the
theHistorical
Historical American
American Buildings
Buildings
1930s. In
In 1933,
1933, the federal government
Survey (HABS),
(HABS), aa program for documenting historic
historic buildings in a nationwide inventory.
Tragically,
Tragically, more
more than
than half
half of
of the
the documented
documented historic buildings
buildings would
wouldbe
be destroyed
destroyed
16
within
first fifty
fifty years
of the
theprogram’s
program’sbirth.
birth.16
Shortly
thereafter,
Congress
Shortly
thereafter,
Congress
passed
within the
the first
years of
passed
17
the
Historic Sites
SitesAct
Actofof1935.
1935.17
This
stated
a national
policy
to
the Historic
This
actact
stated
that,that,
“it is“ita is
national
policy
to preserve
preserve
for public
public use
use historic
historic sites,
sites, buildings, and objects of national significance for the

inspiration and benefit of the
the people
peopleof
of the
theUnited
UnitedStates.”
States.” As
As with
with any new field,
government involvement inevitably
inevitablyaccelerated
accelerated the creation of the relevant specialty law.
In 1966, Congress
enactedthe
theNational
NationalHistoric
Historic Preservation
Preservation Act,
Act, stating,
stating, “The
Congress enacted

spirit
spirit and
and direction
direction of
of the
the Nation
Nation are
are founded
founded upon and reflected in its historic
historic heritage
heritage
and
… the
historical and
and …
the historical
and cultural
cultural foundations
foundationsofofthe
theNation
Nationshould
shouldbe
bepreserved
preserved as
as aa

living
living part
part of
of our
our community life.”
life.”The
TheNHPA
NHPAauthorized
authorizedthe
thecreation
creation of
of the
the National
Register
for Historic
Historic Places.
Register for
Places. To
To date,
date, the “Register”
“Register” has
has on its roles approximately

75,000
propertiesdesignated
designated
National
Historic
Landmarks
bySecretary
the Secretary
of 18
75,000 properties
National
Historic
Landmarks
by the
of Interior.
Interior.18
It is
phenomenon of
of “urban
“urban renewal,” which
is also
also worth
worth noting
noting here
here the phenomenon
which ravaged
ravaged
American cities after the Second
World War until
Second World
until its
its much-welcomed
much-welcomed death
death in the

1970s.19
Returning“GIs”
“GIs”needed
needed
homes
the Housing
Act
of 1949
provided
homes
andand
the Housing
Act of
1949
provided
cities
1970s.19 Returning
cities
with
with the
the financial vehicle for
for clearing “slums,”
“slums,” typically
typicallyolder
olderparts
parts of
of aa city,
city, to
to make
make
way for
for new
new development.
development. For
Forexample,
example, inin1954,
1954,aa unanimous
unanimous Supreme Court ruled in
20
Berman
Parker20
that
public
welfare
compelling
enough
to justify
that
thethe
public
welfare
waswas
compelling
enough
to justify
large-scale
Berman v.v.Parker
large-scale
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imminent
effectively wiping
wiping out
imminent domain proceedings,
proceedings, effectively
out wholesale
wholesale portions of Washington,
D.C. slums. The
The Court
Court declared,
declared, “The
“The concept
concept of
of the
the public
public welfare
welfare isis broad
broad and
and
inclusive.
spiritual as
inclusive. The
Thevalues
valuesititrepresents
represents are spiritual
as well
wellas
as physical,
physical, aesthetic
aesthetic as well
well as
as

monetary. [Legislatures
community should be beautiful as
well
[Legislatures may]
may] determine
determine that
that the community
as well
21
as
healthy…,well-balanced
well-balanced
well
carefully
patrolled.”21
While
the court
as healthy…,
asas
well
as as
carefully
patrolled.”
While
the court
did not
did not
judge the desirability
desirability of
neighborhoods, itit is notable that
that it
it
of new
new neighborhoods
neighborhoods versus old neighborhoods,

used
theterm,
term,“beautiful.”
“beautiful.” Lawmakers
used the
Lawmakers at
at all
all levels
levels were
were thus given constitutional
reinforcement that “beauty” could
be legislated,
legislated,ifif not specifically defined.
could at
at least be
Imminent
blight and
Imminent domain
domain actions
actions across
across the nation undoubtedly removed
removed blight
and urban
urban

decay
from inner cities, however much cultural and architectural history was lost too.
decay from
Nationally,
Nationally, historic
historiccourthouses,
courthouses, city
city halls,
halls, libraries,
libraries,hotels
hotels and
and other
other irreplaceable
buildings,
weretragically
tragically lost in
buildings, sometimes
sometimes even
even architectural masterpieces,
masterpieces, were
in the
the name
name of

“progress.” During
Duringthis
thisperiod,
period,aanew
newbreed
breed of
of citizen
citizen was
was born -–the
the amateur
amateur
preservationist. ItItwas
like, “standing before the wrecking
was during
during this
this period
period that
that phrases
phrases like,

ball,”
ball,” and
and “lying
“lyingdown
downininfront
frontofofthe
thebulldozer,”
bulldozer,”entered
entered the
the American English lexicon.

C. Initial
Initial Legal
LegalChallenges
Challenges to Historic Preservation
As
the American
American landscape,
As redevelopment
redevelopment of
ofurban
urbanareas
areas raced
raced across
across the
landscape, several
several

states
andcities
cities enacted
enactedlocal
localLandmark
Landmark Laws
Laws and
and Historic
Historic Preservation
states and
Preservation Commissions
Commissions at
at

the state
state and
andlocal
locallevel
level to
to protect
protect their
their remaining
remaining architectural
architectural legacies.
legacies. Predictably,
disputes
arose occasionally
occasionally but neither side appeared
appeared to
to press
pressits
itsluck
luck on
on aa national
national level
disputes arose

and
an uneasy
uneasybalance
balanceremained.
remained. As
As long
long as
asaa“taking”
“taking” could
and an
could be
be avoided,
avoided, the
the

6
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preservationists still
still had
horse in
in the
the race.
race. However, itit was
had a horse
was unavoidable
unavoidable that
that a largescale
project would eventually
the brink.
brink.
scale project
eventually arrive
arrive and
and push
push both sides
sides to the

1. Exterior
Exterior Alterations
The rallying
rallying cry
cryfor
forhistoric
historicpreservationists
preservationistseventually
eventuallycame
came in
inthe
the 1978
1978 Supreme
Supreme
22
Court
decisionininPenn
PennCentral
Central
Transportation
v. New
in the
in which
Court decision
Transportation
Co.Co.
v. New
YorkYork
City,City,22
which the
Court
and preservation,
preservation, as
asvalid
valid forms
forms of
of general
Court ruled
ruled that
that aesthetics
aesthetics and
general welfare,
welfare, and
and that,
that,

“Legislation
“Legislationdesigned
designed to
to promote
promote the
the general
general welfare
welfare commonly
commonlyburdens
burdens some
some more
more than
than

others.”23
TheCourt
Courtalso
also
ruled
that,
constitutionally,
local
ordinances
legally
ruled
that,
constitutionally,
local
ordinances
couldcould
legally
limit
others.”23 The
limit
(but not ban) development of historic landmark
landmark properties
properties without
without compensating
compensating the
owner. Preservation
Preservation efforts typically
typicallyfocused
focused on
on building
buildingexteriors
exteriors and
and the
the famed “Grand

Central
case”was
wasnono
different.It Itinvolved
involvedplans
plans
erect
a Modernist
Central case”
different.
to to
erect
a Modernist
55-story24 or
55-story24 or
25
alternately
53-story25
office
building
atop
famous
French
Arts
alternately aa53-story
office
building
atop
the the
famous
French
BeauxBeaux
Arts landmark,
landmark,
Grand
CentralStation
StationininManhattan.26
Grand Central
Manhattan.26
The New York
amused. It
York Landmarks
Landmarks Preservation
Preservation Commission was not amused.
It denied
denied
the requisite certificate to the owner and
and the
the owner
owner sued.
sued. The Commission testified that

the proposed
proposed “addition”
“addition” would
would effectively
effectivelyforce
forcethe
thelandmark
landmarktotobecome
becomeaa subservient
subservient

afterthought to the
the new
new building:
building:

[We have]
have] no
no fixed
fixedrule
ruleagainst
against making
makingadditions
additions totodesignated
designated
.
But
to
balance
buildings -–ititall
depends
on
how
they
are
done
.
.
.
all depends on how they are
to balance a 55story office
office tower
tower above
above aa flamboyant
flamboyant Beaux-Arts
Beaux-Artsfacade
facade seems
seems nothing
more
than
an
aesthetic
joke.
Quite
simply,
the
tower
would
overwhelm
more than an aesthetic joke.
the
overwhelm
the Terminal by its
mass. The 'addition' would
its sheer
sheer mass.
would be
be four
four times
times as
as high
as
the
existing
structure
and
would
reduce
the
Landmark
itself
to
the
as the existing structure and would reduce the Landmark itself to the status
status
of
of aa curiosity.27
curiosity.27
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The developer argued,
argued, among
amongother
otherthings
thingsthat
thatthe
theinability
inability to build
build the
the tower
tower was
was a

governmental “taking”
“taking” without
taken without
without
withoutdue
dueprocess;
process;his
hisairspace
airspace rights
rights had
had been
been taken

just compensation.
that itit had
had previously
previously ruled that aa Fifth
Fifth
compensation. The Court recognized that

Amendment “taking”
“taking” can
for airspace
airspaceviolations,
violations, e.g.,
e.g.,where
wherelow-flying
low-flying
can be
be established
established for
28
military
routinely traversed
traverseda aproperty
property
owner’s
land.28
However,
military aircraft
aircraft routinely
owner’s
land.
However,
this this
government
government
action was
was not
not physically
physically invasive, but merely restrictive
restrictive of
of the
the owner’s
owner’s use
use of the

airspace.
significant in
in determining the
the constitutionality
constitutionality of the
airspace. This seemed
seemed significant
government’s actions.
The court also acknowledged that conservation
conservation efforts
efforts could amount to a taking,
29
where
coalmining
miningwas
wasdisallowed
disallowed
where
surface
settling
would
result.29
Justice
Justice
Brennan
where coal
where
surface
settling
would
result.
Brennan
wrote, “(T)he
establishaa"taking"
"taking" simply
simply by showing that
“(T)he submission
submission that appellants
appellants may establish

they
been denied
deniedthe
theability
ability to exploit
exploit aa property
they have been
property interest
interest that
that they
they heretofore
heretofore had
had

believed was
was available
available for
for development
development isis quite
quite simply
simply untenable.”
untenable.” Furthermore,
Furthermore, the law
was
perfectly neutral
was perfectly
neutral insofar
insofar as
as allowable
allowableuses
uses were
were concerned:
concerned:

[T]he New York
York City
City law
lawdoes
does not
not interfere
interfere in any way with the
the
present
usesofof the
the Terminal.
Terminal. Its
Its designation
as aa landmark
not only
present uses
designation as
landmark not
permits but contemplates
contemplates that appellants
appellants may continue to use the property
precisely as
used for
for the past
as aa railroad terminal
as it has
has been
been used
past 65 years:
years: as
containing
office
space
and
concessions
…
[and
allows]
containing
space
concessions …
allows] aa “reasonable
“reasonable
30
return”
on
its
return” on its investment.
investment.30
Therefore, by its very definition,
definition, “preservation”
“preservation”exempted
exempted the
the government from having to
compensate
theowner
ownerfor
for potential
potential future
future income.
income. As
compensate the
As long
long as
as the owner could continue
to
the property
property in the manner
manner in
in which itit had
historically, there
to use
use the
had been
been used
used historically,
there was
was no
no

“taking.”
to clarify
clarify
“taking.”Lest
Lestthere
therebe
beany
any confusion
confusion about
about its position, the Court felt
felt the need
need to

further the city’s Landmark law:

8
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Landmark
laws are
'reverse
Landmark laws
are not
not like
likediscriminatory,
discriminatory,oror
'reversespot,'
spot,'
zoning:
that
is,
a
land-use
decision
which
arbitrarily
singles
out
a a
zoning: that is, a land-use decision which arbitrarily singles out
particular
lessless
favorable
treatment
than the
particular parcel
parcel for
fordifferent,
different,
favorable
treatment
than the
neighboring
ones.
In
contrast
to
discriminatory
zoning,
which
neighboring ones. In contrast
discriminatory zoning, which isisthe
the
antithesis
of land-use
antithesis of
land-use control as
as part
part of
of some
some comprehensive
comprehensive plan, the
the
New York
YorkCity
Citylaw
lawembodies
embodiesaacomprehensive
comprehensiveplan
plantotopreserve
preserve structures
structures
of historic
wherever they
they might
might be
be found
found in
in the city. . .
historic or
or aesthetic
aesthetic interest wherever
.31
31
.
In 1990, the Second
Second Circuit
Circuit affirmed
affirmed aa federal
federal court
court ruling
rulingthat
thatrejected
rejected aa Free
Free

Exercise
claim pertaining
pertaining to
to aa city’s
city’s refusal
refusal to
to remove
removean
anhistoric
historicbuilding.
building. In
Exercise claim
In St.
St.
32
Bartholomew's
Churchv.v.City
CityofofNew
New
York,32
the City
of New
York,
viaLandmarks
the
Bartholomew's Church
York,
the City
of New
York,
via the
Landmarks
Commission, denied
denied the
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff’s certificate
“to replace
replace [its]
[its]
certificate of
of appropriateness
appropriateness “to
33
34
35
Community
House33
with
a fifty-nine
story34
office
tower”35
was denied
and
the
with
a fifty-nine
story
office
tower”
was denied
and the
church
Community House
church
filed
violation. Note
filed aa claim alleging
alleging inter
inter alia
aliaaa Free
Free Exercise
Exercise violation.
Notehowever
however that
that St.
St.

Bartholomew’s
Supreme Court’s
Court’s decision in
Bartholomew’s Church
Churchwas
was heard
heard just
just three
three months after the Supreme
36
Employment
Divisionv.v.Smith.
Smith.36
Smith
would
become
the catalyst
the
Smith
would
laterlater
become
the catalyst
for thefor
Religious
Employment Division
Religious
Freedom
Restoration Act
Act of 1993, which will
Freedom Restoration
willbe
bediscussed
discussed below.

The Second
SecondCircuit
Circuit ruled that
that disallowing
disallowing the demolition of
of the
the historic
historic structure,
structure,
and
the construction
construction of
of the
the church’s
church’s proposed
proposedoffice
officetower,
tower,did
did not
not “impair[]
“impair[] the
and the
the Church's
Church's
ability
ministerial and
abilityto
tocarry
carryon
onand
and expand
expand the ministerial
and charitable activities
activities that
that are
are central to
37 Furthermore, having failed to establish a nexus
its
religious mission.”
mission.”37
Furthermore, having failed to establish a nexus between the
its religious
between the
Landmark Commission’s decision
decision and
and“discriminatory
“discriminatory motive, coercion in religious

practice or
or the
the Church's
Church'sinability
inability to carry out its religious mission in its existing

facilities,”38
thechurch’s
church’sclaims
claims
were
dismissed.
In both
of these
historic
were
dismissed.
In both
of these
historic
preservation
facilities,”38 the
preservation
cases,
worth noting that historic
cases, itit isis worth
historic structures
structures would
would be
be compromised or
or destroyed to
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make
way for huge
huge financial
financial windfalls
make way
windfalls (high-rises)
(high-rises) for
forthe
the owners
owners due to the prevailing
local
local real
real estate
estate values.
values.

2. Interior
Interior Alterations
Alterations
Not
to historic
historic preservation
Not all
all free
free exercise
exercise challenges
challenges to
preservation efforts
efforts were
were unsuccessful.
unsuccessful.
39 39 The two
Historically,
land use
uselaws
lawsrarely
rarelyran
ran
afoul
free
exercise.
The two familiar
Historically, land
afoul
of of
free
exercise.
familiar
interferences
were landmark
landmark laws
laws and
and wherever,
wherever,“[a]
“[a] church can
can prove
prove that
that unyielding
unyielding
interferences were

enforcement
of aa landmark
landmark ordinance
ordinance will
will result
of religious
enforcement of
result in
in aa forced cessation
cessation of
40 In preservation cases,
.”40
worship and practice in the landmarked
landmarked building
building . . . .”
In preservation cases, it is

it is
generally established
establishedthat
thatbuilding
building interiors
interiors are
are beyond
beyondthe
thejurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of historic

41
preservation
commissions.41
“The
interiors
of religious
spaces
undoubtedly
preservation commissions.
“The
interiors
of religious
spaces
undoubtedly
possess great
possess great
architectural, historical,
places in
in which
historical, and
and cultural
cultural significance,
significance, but
butthey
theyare
are also
also the places
42
the
faith envelops
envelopsbelievers
believers
imagery
experience
of reverence.”42
For
For example,
the faith
in in
thethe
imagery
andand
experience
of reverence.”
example,
43
in
the pre-RLUIPA
pre-RLUIPA Society
SocietyofofJesus
Jesus
v. Boston
Landmarks
Commission,43
a Jesuita church
in the
v. Boston
Landmarks
Commission,
Jesuit church
44
acknowledged
landmarkjurisdiction
jurisdiction
exterior
of the
church44
but that
acknowledged landmark
onon
thethe
exterior
of the
church
but argued
argued that
interior
interior controls
controls violated
violatedthe
the state’s
state’s constitution.
constitution. The
TheMassachusetts
Massachusetts Supreme
Supreme Court

agreed:
agreed:

The
so so
freighted
withwith
The configuration
configuration of
of the
thechurch
churchinterior
interioris is
freighted
religious meaning
meaning that
that itit must
mustbe
be considered
considered part
part and
and parcel of
of the
the Jesuits'
Jesuits'

religious
religious worship.
worship. We
We conclude,
conclude, therefore,
therefore, that
that [the
[the state
state constitution]
constitution]
protects
the right
right freely to
protects the
to design
design interior
interior spaces
spaces for religious
religious worship,
worship,
thus
thus barring
barring the
the government
government from
from regulating
regulating changes
changes in such
such places,
places,
45
provided
that
no
public
safety
question
is
provided that no public safety question is presented.
presented.45
In December of 2000, the California
California Supreme
Supreme Court followed
followedSociety
Society of
of Jesus
Jesus in its
46
decision
inEast
EastBay
BayAsian
Asian
Local
Development
Corporation
v.
an
decision in
Local
Development
Corporation
v. California,
California,46 an
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Establishment
casein
in which
which the
the city
city of
and several
several non-profit
non-profit
Establishment Clause case
of San
San Francisco and

groups challenged
challenged aa landmark
landmark law
law that exempted
exempted religious
religious properties as
asbeing
beingfacially
facially

invalid.
invalid. The
TheCalifornia
CaliforniaSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtvalidated
validatedthe
thelandmark
landmark law
lawand
and reiterated
reiterated that,
among other
other things,
things, “Application
“Application of
ofaa landmark
landmark regulation
regulation to
to control
controlthe
the arrangement
arrangement or
appearance
ofthe
theinterior
interior of
of aa house
houseof
ofworship,
worship, or
or exterior
exterior features
featureswith
with religious
appearance of
significance, poses
significant threat
threat of
of government
government interference
interference in
in religious
religious
poses aasignificant

practices.”47
Thecourt
courtalso
also
placed
heavy
weight
a comprehensive
placed
heavy
weight
on aon
comprehensive
academic work,
practices.”47 The
academic work,
The Myth of
of Ministry
Ministryvs.
vs.Mortar:
Mortar:aaLegal
Legal and
and Policy
Policy Analysis
Analysis of
of Landmark
Landmark Designation
Designation
48
of
Religious Institutions,
Institutions,by
byProfessor
Professor
Alan
Weinstein.48
of Religious
Alan
C.C.
Weinstein.
TheThe
courtcourt
wrote:
wrote:
In Weinstein's
“[i]t seems
Weinstein's summary,
summary, “[i]t
seems clear
clear that
that interior
interior designation,
designation, and
and
exterior
that would
exterior designation
designation that
would constrain
constrain the
the 'theological
'theological aspects
aspects ofof
building design'
design' or have
have the effect of forcing
forcing aa church
church to
tocease
cease religious
worship at a given site
of physical
physical or
or financial exigency, would
site because
because of
constitute
burden. Conversely,
Conversely, the
the denial
denial of
of permission
permission for commercial
constitute aa burden.
49
development
would
not
appear
to
constitute
a
development would not appear to constitute a burden.”
burden.”49

There are
are two
two good
good reasons
reasonsfor
forthe
thedistinction.
distinction. First,
and cultural
cultural
First, the
the aesthetic
aesthetic and
value that society places
places on
on preserving
preservinghistoric
historic and
and architecturally
architecturally significant
significant structures
structures

relies heavily on the contribution
contribution of
of the
the structure
structure to the character of its
its neighborhood.
neighborhood.
Therefore,
Therefore, the
the primary
primary value
valueisislargely
largelyvisual
visualtotoarea
arearesidents,
residents,businesses,
businesses, tourists
tourists and
and

passersby.
designated“historic
“historic districts”
districts” than
“landmarks.”
passersby. This is truer in designated
than in stand-alone
stand-alone “landmarks.”
If,
an interior
interior remodeling, or if a
If, for
for example,
example, aa town’s
town’s historic
historiccourthouse
courthouse receives
receives an
church moves its altar, the surrounding neighborhood remains unaffected
unaffected and
and there
therewill
will

be no
no detrimental
detrimental effect.
effect. Second,
if historic
oversaw interior
interior
Second, if
historic preservation
preservation commissions oversaw
remodeling and other changes
changesthat
thatweigh
weigh heavily
heavily on the
the day-to-day
day-to-day functions
functions of the

occupants,
not only
only would the government be
be setting
setting aa collision
collision course
with free
occupants, not
course with
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exercise,
but aa property
property owner’s
owner’s fundamental
fundamental privacy
privacy rights
rights would also be
be next
next in
in line to
exercise, but
50
be
threatened.This
Thiscould
couldcreate
create
“hybrid”50
that automatically
and
be threatened.
thethe
“hybrid”
casecase
that automatically
and perhaps
perhaps
correctly triggers the strict scrutiny
Scalia’s majority
majority tried
scrutiny that Justice Scalia’s
tried so
so hard to avoid in
51
Employment
Divisionv.v.Smith.
Smith.51
these
reasons,
preservation
ForFor
these
reasons,
U.S. U.S.
preservation
effortsefforts
should limit
Employment Division
should limit
their jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to exterior
exterior features
features only.

III.
III.BACKGROUND
BACKGROUNDON
ONRLUIPA
RLUIPA
The road
road to
to RLUIPA
RLUIPA runs along peaks
peaksand
andvalleys.
valleys. Although
Although its true
true origin
origin
begins
Clause of
of the
the First
First and
and Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendments,
Amendments, its
its birth
birth is
begins with the
the Free
Free Exercise Clause

commonly
Employment Division
Division v.
commonly attributed
attributed to
to the
the religious
religious backlash
backlash after the 1990 Employment
Smith
Smith decision.

A. Legislative
Legislative History
History Leading
Leading to
to RLUIPA
RLUIPA
Before
that the
proper
Before the
the Smith
Smith decision,
decision, the
the U.S.
U.S. Supreme
Supreme Court
Court had
had established
established that
the proper

standard
for review in
caseswas
wasthat
thatof
ofStrict
Strict Scrutiny.
Scrutiny. This
standard for
in free
free exercise
exercise cases
This standard
standard was
52
determined
appropriate
in the
1963
case,
Sherbert
v. Verner,52
where
where the
Court
determined totobebeappropriate
in the
1963
case,
Sherbert
v. Verner,
the Court
resolved
that any
any governmental
governmental regulation
substantial burden
burden on
on aa religious
religious
resolved that
regulation that
that created
created aa substantial

practitioner
musthave
havea a
“compelling
governmental
practitioner must
“compelling
governmental
interest.”53
interest.”53

1. Employment Division v. Smith
With
quarter of
of aa century,
century, the
theplaintiffplaintiffWith this
this test
test firmly
firmlyestablished
established for
for over
over a quarter

respondents54
Smith
confidently
challenged
a state’s
of unemployment
respondents54 in in
Smith
confidently
challenged
a state’s
denialdenial
of unemployment
benefits
benefits
to them after
after they
they were
werefired
fired from
from their
their jobs
jobs at
ataadrug
drugrehabilitation
rehabilitationclinic
clinicfor,
for, ironically,
ironically,
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using drugs. Their
Theirdefense
defense was
was that the drug in question, a hallucinogen known
known as
as

peyote,55
was
commonly
used
sacramental
purposes
at a ceremony
[their
peyote,55 was
commonly
used
“for“for
sacramental
purposes
at a ceremony
of [theirofchurch,]
church,]
56
the
NativeAmerican
AmericanChurch.”
Church.”56
The
respondents
argued
thatOregon
the Oregon
The
respondents
argued
that the
statute that
the Native
statute that
barred
unemployment benefits
benefits could
could not
not withstand
withstand strict
strict scrutiny.
barred unemployment
However, the Court ruled that strict scrutiny
standard. Where
scrutiny was
was not the proper standard.

“neutral, generally applicable law
law [burdens]
[burdens] religiously
religiously motivated action,” the Court
57
stated,
nocompelling
compellinggovernment
government
interest
need
be shown.57
stated, no
interest
need
be shown.
JusticeJustice
Scalia Scalia
wrote for the
wrote for the
majority,
reversalin
in policy,
policy, “The only
majority, attempting
attempting to
to explain
explain the
the apparent
apparent reversal
only decisions in

which
which we
we have
have held that the First Amendment bars application of a neutral, generally

applicable law to religiously
religiouslymotivated
motivatedaction
actionhave
haveinvolved
involvednot
notthe
theFree
Free Exercise
Exercise Clause
Clause

alone, but the
the Free
FreeExercise
ExerciseClause
Clauseininconjunction
conjunctionwith
with other
other constitutional
constitutional protections. .
58 In other words, when two or more fundamental rights were burdened, strict
.. .”
.”58
In other words, when two or more fundamental rights were burdened, strict scrutiny
scrutiny
might be available to those
those burdened.
burdened. However, when the law (1) burdened only free

exercise;
(2) was
was itself
itself not religiously
religiously motivated
exercise; (2)
motivated (facially
(faciallyneutral);
neutral);and
and (3)
(3)had
had general
general
applications, such
such as
asanti-drug
anti-drug laws,
laws, strict
strict scrutiny
scrutiny was
was off
off the table. Consequently,
Consequently, the
respondents
lost their
respondents lost
their case.
case.

2. The Religious Freedom
Freedom Restoration
Restoration Act
Smith angered
angeredand
andactivated
activatedreligious
religiousinstitutions
institutions across
acrossthe
thecountry.
country. Perceiving
Smith
an unconstitutional
unconstitutional outcome,
Smith to be an
outcome, many felt
felt that
that the
the Court
Court had
had upheld
upheld states’
states’

rights at the expense
expenseof
ofpersonal
personalreligious
religiousfreedoms.
freedoms. Religious activists, both
conservative
liberal, demanded
Congress enact
enactlegislation
legislation aimed at
at protecting
conservative and
and liberal,
demanded that Congress

religion
and activist
activist courts. The
religion from
fromsubsequent
subsequent government interference and
The result
result was
was the
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59
provocatively
namedReligious
Religious
Freedom
Restoration
or RFRA,59
cites
provocatively named
Freedom
Restoration
Act,Act,
or RFRA,
whichwhich
cites exactly
exactly
60
one
caseininitsitsCongressional
Congressional
Findings:
Smith.60
act reinstated
strict
one case
Findings:
Smith.
ThisThis
19931993
act reinstated
strict scrutiny,
scrutiny,
even
in laws
laws of
of general
general applicability,
applicability, wherever
even in
wherever government
government regulation substantially

burdens
one’s free
free exercise,
exercise, unless
unlessthe
theregulation
regulation furthers
furthers aa compelling
compelling governmental
burdens one’s
governmental
61
interest
anddoes
does
with
least
restrictive
means
available.61
The battle,
The battle,
however, was
interest and
soso
with
thethe
least
restrictive
means
available.
however, was
far from over.

3. City
City of
of Boerne
Boerne v. Flores
Interestingly, or perhaps
tragically, an
an historic
historic landmarks
landmarks case
caseall
allbut
butkilled
killed off
off
perhaps tragically,

the RFRA in 1997. Settled
“BUR-nee”), Texas
Settled in
in 1849,
1849, the
the town of
of Boerne
Boerne (pronounced
(pronounced “BUR-nee”),
Texas
was
stranger to
to conflicts
conflicts between
was no stranger
between church
church and
and state; nor, for that
that matter,
matter, was
was the
the church

in this case.
case. The Boerne Convention & Visitors
VisitorsBureau
Bureau reveals:
reveals:

Because
Boerne had
had been
Because Boerne
been established
established by
by “free thinkers”
thinkers” -–
Germans
who had
had no
no religion
religion -– churches
Germans who
churches were not permitted
permitted in
in Boerne.
Boerne.
Legend
tells
of
signs
posted
outside
the
city
limits
warning
that
preachers
Legend
signs posted outside the city limits warning that preachers
found inside the town after sunset
sunsetwould
would be
beshot.
shot. George
GeorgeWilkins
Wilkins Kendall
decided
to
build
a
Catholic
church
to
honor
his
wife
in
1860,
decided to build
wife in 1860, and
and he
he was
was
forced
to build south
the city
city limits. St.
forced to
south of town, outside
outside the
St.Peter’s
Peter’s Church
Church
stands
onwhat
whatisisnow
now
Main
stands on
Main
Street.62
Street.62
The St.
St. Peter
Peter Catholic Church
Church had
had been
been seeking ways to accommodate
accommodate its
growing
growing congregation.
congregation. “The
“Thechurch
churchseated
seated about 230 worshippers…[s]ome 40 to 60 [too
63
small
for] some
someSunday
Sundaymasses.”
masses.”63
It had
obvious
options:
do nothing
and
small for]
It had
fourfour
obvious
options:
(1) do(1)nothing
and allow
allow
the congregation
congregation size
size to
to adapt,
adapt,through
throughattrition,
attrition, to
to the
the building;
building; (2) enlarge its existing

facility;
facility;(3)
(3)move
moveto
toaa larger
larger facility
facilityatataa new
new location;
location;or
or(4)
(4)form
formaasecond
second church in or
near
Boerne to
to accommodate
accommodateits
itsflourishing
flourishing congregation.
congregation. Eventually, church
near Boerne
administrators
existing structure
administrators decided
decided to enlarge
enlarge its existing
structure and
and this
this plan
plan received
received the
the
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blessings
of the
the Archbishop.
Archbishop. The church was
was located
located within
within a locally protected historic
blessings of
district,
plans for
for expansion
expansion would
would require review and approval by the
district, so
so the proposed
proposed plans

city’s
city’s Historic
HistoricLandmark
Landmark Commission.
Commission. There
Thereisisno
nomention
mention of
ofwhether
whether the
the church’s
plans
met the
the design
design standards
standardsor
orwhether
whetherthe
thechurch
churcheven
evenknew
knewof
of the
the Commission’s
Commission’s
plans met

existence.
that the
thecity
city denied
denied an
anapplication
application for
for aa building
building
existence. The
The record merely states
states that
permit
under the
the RFRA.
RFRA.
permit and
and the
the church
church sued
sued under
As
unfolded, what
what at
at first
first appeared
to be
be aa simple
simple historic
historic preservation
As the
the case
case unfolded,
appeared to
preservation

issue
quickly turned
matter. The
issue quickly
turned into
into aa serious
serious Separation
Separation of Powers matter.
The courts
courts focused
focused

squarely on the
the RFRA
RFRA and its constitutionality,
constitutionality, looking
lookingatatwhether
whether“Congress
“Congressexceeded
exceeded

the
scopeofofitsitsenforcement
enforcement
power
under
of Fourteenth
the Fourteenth
the scope
power
under
§ 5 §of5the
Amendment.”64 The
Amendment.”64 The
Court
Court was
was skeptical
skeptical of
of Congress’
Congress’ claim
claimthat
that the
the RFRA
RFRAwas
wasaaremedial
remedialmeasure,
measure, and
and
observed,
“RFRA's legislative
observed, “RFRA's
legislative record
record lacks
lacks examples
examples of
of modern
modern instances
instances of generally
applicable laws passed
becauseofofreligious
religiousbigotry.
bigotry. The
The history
history of persecution in this
passed because

country
detailedininthe
thehearings
hearings
mentions
no episodes
occurring
the40
past
40 65
country detailed
mentions
no episodes
occurring
in theinpast
years.”
years.”65
The
to have
have viewed
viewed the
attempt at
The Court
Court seems
seems to
the Act
Actnot
notas
as aa remedial
remedial measure
measure but
but as
as an
an attempt
at
amending
theU.S.
U.S.Constitution.
Constitution. In a carefully but powerfully
amending the
powerfully worded
worded rejoinder,
rejoinder, the
the
Court
that Congress’
Congress’ power
power under
under §§ 55 applied
applied only
only to
Court reiterated
reiterated that
to enforcement.
enforcement.

The design
design of the [Fourteenth] Amendment and
the text of § 55 are
and the
are
inconsistent
with
the
suggestion
that
Congress
has
the
power
to
decree
the
inconsistent with the suggestion that Congress has the power to decree the

substance
of the
substance of
the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment’s
Amendment’s restrictions
restrictions on the
the States.
States.
Legislation which
alters
the
meaning
of
the
Free
Exercise
Clause
cannot
which alters the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause cannot
be
does
notnot
enforce
a a
be said
said to
to be
beenforcing
enforcingthe
theClause.
Clause.Congress
Congress
does
enforce
constitutional
right
by
changing
what
the
right
is.
It
has
been
given
constitutional right
changing what the right is. It has been given the
the
power
to determine
what
constitutes
a a
power “to
“toenforce,”
enforce,”not
notthethepower
power
to determine
what
constitutes
constutional
constutional violation.66
violation.66
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The
reiterated in
in its
The Court thus
thus rejected
rejected this expansion of Congress’ role and
and reiterated

opinion
opinion that
that the Judicial
Judicial Branch,
Branch, not the Legislative
Legislative Branch,
Branch, determined
determined whether laws
were constitutional:
constitutional: the
the “powers
“powers of
of the
the legislature
legislature are
are defined
defined and
and limited;
limited;and
and that
that those
those
67
limits
not be
bemistaken,
mistaken,oror
forgotten,
constitution
is written.”67
Court
The The
Court
ruled
limits may
may not
forgotten,
thethe
constitution
is written.”
ruled
that
the RFRA
RFRA was
unconstitutional as
it applied
but it
it was
that the
was subsequently
subsequently unconstitutional
as it
applied to
to the
the States,
States, but
was

disinclined
disinclined to
to opine
opine whether
whether the
the act was constitutional as it applied to federal laws.

Therefore, while the RFRA
RFRA was
was not completely “dead,”
“dead,” ititwas
was now
now badly
badlyweakened.
weakened.

As with
decision, Boerne
Boerne mobilized
mobilized RFRA
RFRA proponents.
proponents. This time,
with the
the Smith decision,
Congress
was more
more careful
careful in its
great care
care was
wastaken
takento
toavoid
avoid the
the pitfalls
pitfalls
Congress was
its approach
approach and great

found in
in the
the RFRA
RFRA language.
language. The
Theresult
result was
was the
the Religious
Religious Land
Land Use
Use and
and

Institutionalized Persons
Act (RLUIPA),
(RLUIPA), which
fix the
Persons Act
which attempted
attempted to fix
the broken RFRA.
Stung
Stung by the
the judicial
judicialreproach
reproachininBoerne,
Boerne,Congress
Congress needed
needed to
to locate
locate aa stronger
stronger basis
basis for

ratifying
Amendment. It found that authority in
ratifying the
the Act
Act than
than § 5 of
of the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment.
in the
the
Commerce
and Spending
Spending Clauses,
Clauses,as
aswell
wellas
asthe
theFourteenth
FourteenthAmendment.
Amendment. Next,
Next, it
it
Commerce and

narrowed
the Act’s
Act’s purview
laws and
prisoners’
narrowed the
purviewtototwo
twomanageable
manageable focuses:
focuses: land
land use
use laws
and prisoners’

rights, although a review of reported RLUIPA
RLUIPA claims
claimscompleted
completedininlate
lateSeptember
September 2003

showed
thata a“clear
“clearmajority”
majority”pertained
pertained
institutionalized
persons
half
the68
showed that
to to
thethe
institutionalized
persons
half of
theofAct.
Act.68
While
RLUIPA was
While the
the reach of the RLUIPA
was greatly
greatly reduced
reduced from that of the RFRA, this act of
self-limiting
self-limitingmade
madeititstronger
strongerand
and more
more enforceable.
enforceable.

B. RLUIPA’s
RLUIPA’s Questionable
Legislative History
History
Questionable Legislative
While
not address
addressthe
theroot
rootConstitutionality
Constitutionalityof
of RLUIPA,
RLUIPA, the
While this
this Comment
Comment does not
post-mortem of any legislative session
addscolor
colortotothe
thetopic
topicatathand.
hand.AA well-known
well-known
session adds
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69
RLUIPA
ProfessorMarci
MarciA.A.Hamilton,
Hamilton,69
voiced
unusually
strong
RLUIPA scholar,
scholar, Professor
hashas
voiced
unusually
strong
criticism
criticism
of Congress’ rush to ratify
ratify the Act.
an extensive
extensivehistory
history of
of the
the Act’s
Act’s
Act. She
Shehas
has documented
documented an

behind-the-scenes
birth and
and passage.
passage.The
Theinformation
information is revealing and may aid in
behind-the-scenes birth

understanding
the legislative
legislative intent in future historic
understanding the
historic preservation
preservation claims, especially as it

pertains
to the
the credibility
credibility and
pertains to
and validity
validityof
ofland
landuse
use evidence
evidence in the legislative histories.
In her 2003 article, Federalism and the
the Public
Public Good: The True Story Behind the
70
Religious
LandUse
Useand
andInstitutionalized
Institutionalized
Persons
Hamilton
explains
Prof.Prof.
Hamilton
explains
that the
Religious Land
Persons
Act,Act,70
that the
“RFRA
clarify that
“RFRA triggered
triggered the
the court to clarify
that prophylactic
prophylactic legislation
legislation must
must be justified by
71
widespread
andpersisting
persisting
state
constitutional
abuses.”71
Boerne
WhenWhen
Boerne
disclaimed any
widespread and
state
constitutional
abuses.”
disclaimed any
remedial aspect
aspectin
in RFRA,
RFRA, Congress
Congresstried
triedto
toprepare
prepareitself
itselffor
forsimilar
similar scrutiny
scrutiny in its

unsuccessful
andlittle-known
little-known attempt
attempt to
to revive
revive the
the RFRA
RFRA entitled
entitled the
the Religious
Religious Liberty
Liberty
unsuccessful and
72
Protection
ActBills
Bills of
of 1998
1998and
and1999
1999
(RLPA).72
Anecdotes,
allegations
and court
Anecdotes,
allegations
and court
cases
Protection Act
(RLPA).
cases
were
entered into
into the legislative history
were entered
history as
as evidence
evidence of religious
religious persecution
persecution by
by land
land use
use

authorities. Prof.
with Congress’
Prof. Hamilton
Hamiltonwas
was nonplussed
nonplussed with
Congress’ efforts to show “a

widespread
recentpattern
pattern
unconstitutional
conduct
in the
widespread recent
ofof
unconstitutional
conduct
in the
states”:73
states”:73
The RLPA
RLPA legislative
falls into
legislative history
historyon
onalleged
alleged land
land use
use abuses
abuses falls
one
one of five
fivecategories….:
categories….: (1) two
two instances
instances of
of unconstitutional
unconstitutional state
state
action;
(2)
two
allegations
of
facts
purporting
to
show
unconstitutional
action;
two allegations of facts purporting to show unconstitutional
government
action; (3) two
where the
the courts
courts did
did not
government action;
two references
references to cases
cases where
find constitutional
constitutional violations and
and the religious entity criticized the
the result;
result;
(4) multiple
multiplereferences
references to garden
garden variety zoning laws
laws applied
applied to
to churches;
churches;
and
and (5) private,
private, rather
rather than
than governmental,
governmental, expression
expression that
that does
does not
not
implicate constitutional
violations.
The
House
Report
attempts
to
meet
constitutional violations. The House Report attempts meet its
burden
as "massive"….
"massive"….
burden through an adjective, summarizing this
this evidence
evidence as
Although the RLPA bills
RLUIPA soon followed.
followed. New
bills failed
failed to
to pass,
pass, RLUIPA
Newevidence
evidence
74
was
availableby
bythen,
then,including
including
one
study74
refuted
evidence
the This
was available
one
study
that that
refuted
evidence
in the in
record.
record. This
study revealed,
revealed, “[T]hat
“[T]hat only
onlyone
one percent
percent of those religious institutions
institutions seeking
seeking a permit or
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license were [sic] denied. Moreover,
Moreover,ofofthose
thosesix
sixcongregations
congregations that
that encountered
encountered

problems in the zoning process,
process,five
five were
were from
from mainstream
mainstream religious
religious groups,
groups, not
not minority
minority
75
religions
asthe
theBrigham
BrighamYoung
Young
study
cited
in the
RLPA
testimony
claims.”75
Also of
religions as
study
cited
in the
RLPA
testimony
claims.”
Also of
interest
wasaaletter
letterfrom
fromMayor
MayorRudolph
RudolphGiuliani
Giulianiof
ofNew
NewYork
York City,
City, imploring
imploring “the
interest was

members
to slow
slow RLUIPA
RLUIPA down
involved in the
members to
down and
and to permit
permit the
the cities to become
become involved

dialogue.”76
However,Congress,
Congress,
apparently
satisfied
the evidence
and
apparently
satisfied
withwith
the evidence
and anecdotes
on
dialogue.”76 However,
anecdotes on
hand,
declined to
to include
include any
any of
of this
this new
new evidence
evidencein
in the
theRLUIPA
RLUIPA legislative record.
hand, declined
When RLUIPA
RLUIPA was
was being
being drafted,
drafted, local
local government
government groups
groups attempted to testify
before
Congress to
to express
expressconcern
concernover
overthe
thefederal
federalstripping
strippingaway
awayof
ofpower
power from
from local
before Congress
and
state levels.
levels. “Despite
by …
… the National League
and state
“Despite persistent
persistent requests
requests by
League of Cities
Cities and
and the
the

National Association
on the
the record.
record. The
Association of
of Counties,
Counties, they
they were never permitted to get on
best
they were
were able
ableto
to do
dowas
wasto
toorganize
organizean
anoff-the-record
off-the-record"briefing"
"briefing" sessions
[with
best they
sessions [with
77
staffers]
in the
theHouse
Housewhen
when
RLPA
was
pending.”77
Furthermore,
opponents
of
staffers] in
RLPA
was
pending.”
Furthermore,
opponents
of RLUIPA
RLUIPA
were
notified that
late voice
voice
were notified
that no
no vote
vote would
wouldoccur
occurbefore
beforethe
thesummer
summerrecess;
recess; however,
however, aa late

vote
in both
both Houses
Houses during
during the
the evening
evening immediately
immediately preceding
vote passed
passed in
preceding the
the summer
summer

recess.78
also
interesting
to note
a voice
not record
theoftally
interesting
to note
thatthat
a voice
vote vote
does does
not record
the tally
votes,
recess.78 It Itisisalso
of votes,
which
or how
how they
they voted.
of the
which members
members were
were present
present or
voted. She
She concludes
concludes that,
that, at
at the
the end
end of
the
day, “No
“No opponents
opponents testified (other than myself
myself on
on constitutional
constitutionalissues),
issues), no floor
floor debate
debate

occurred
…[and]
[and]less
lessthan
than
a handful
of the
members
of either
were 79
occurred …
a handful
of the
members
of either
househouse
were present.”
present.”79

C. The Land Use
Testsof
ofRLUIPA
RLUIPA
Use Tests
RLUIPA
RLUIPAlimits
limitsits
itstargets
targets to
to programs
programs or activities “that
“that receive[]
receive[] Federal
Federal
80
financial
assistance….”80
This
Comment
assumes
thatvast
the majority
vast majority
of
This
Comment
assumes
that the
of historic
financial assistance….”
historic
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preservation
receives some
someform
form of federal
preservation commissions around
around the United States
States receives
federal
81
assistance
grant
money.81
Assuming
that future
jurisprudence
assistance ororgrant
money.
Assuming
alsoalso
that future
jurisprudence
upholds the
upholds the
82 all state and local land use
constitutionality
of RLUIPA,
RLUIPA, fully
fully or
or in
in part,
part,82
all state and local land use regulations that
constitutionality of
regulations that
impose aa “substantial
“substantial burden”
burden” on
on one’s
one’s “religious
“religious exercise” must survive aa Compelling
Compelling

Government
Least Restrictive
Restrictive Means
Means tests.
tests. However,
Government Interest
Interest and
and aa Least
However, there
there is
is much
much debate
debate

over what constitutes aa substantial
substantial burden
burdenand
andreligious
religiousexercise.
exercise. Note
Note that
that in
in addition to

the above
above elements,
elements,RLUIPA
RLUIPA also
also restricts
restrictslocal
local government
governmentfurther
further by
by prohibiting
prohibiting land
use
regulations that
that discriminate
discriminate against,
against, exclude,
exclude,or
orunreasonably
unreasonablylimit
limit religious
use regulations
83
assemblies,
institutions
structures
within
a
assemblies, institutions
oror
structures
within
a district.
district.83

1. Substantial Burden

The
SubstantialBurden
Burden
provision
is familiar
students
ofth20th
century
century
church
The Substantial
provision
is familiar
to to
students
of 20
church
and
state jurisprudence.
jurisprudence. The
established this
this strict
strict test
test in
in unemployment
and state
The Supreme
Supreme Court established
cases
whereaaregulation
regulationprohibited
prohibitedone
onefrom
from practicing
practicing his
his religion,
religion, or forced one to
cases where
violate
where aaplaintiff
plaintiff was
violate his
his or
or her
her religious
religious tenets.
tenets. Famous
Famous examples
examples include
include cases
cases where
84
denied
unemploymentbenefits
benefits
because
declined
to work
her Sabbath84
denied unemployment
because
she she
declined
to work
on heronSabbath
or where
or where
85
the
plaintiff refused
refusedtototake
takepart
part
producing
items
repugnant
toreligion.
his religion.85
The test
the plaintiff
inin
producing
items
repugnant
to his
The test
was also
also used
usedin
in “hybrid
“hybrid rights”
rights”cases,
cases, where two or more fundamental rights were
86
burdened
simultaneously,
such
as “free
exercise
free speech”
burdened simultaneously,
such
as “free
exercise
plus plus
free speech”
claimsclaims86
or “free
or “free
exercise
plusright
righttotoprivacy/raise
privacy/raise
children”
exercise plus
children”
claims.87
claims.87
88
The
SubstantialBurden
Burden
language
specifically
included
the RFRA.88
The Substantial
language
waswas
specifically
included
in theinRFRA.
While
While
“religious
defined in
in the
theAct,
Act, no
no definition
definition of “substantial
“religious exercise”
exercise” was
was somewhat
somewhat defined

burden” was included. Was
Was the
the omission intentional? Omissions
Omissions can
can be useful when left
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to interpretation. IfIfaasynagogue
properly zoned
zoned lot
lot down
synagogue could
couldjust
justas
as easily
easily purchase
purchase aa properly
the
street, then
then perhaps
perhapsdenying
denying aavariance
varianceof
of land
land use
useisisnot
notaasubstantial
substantialburden.
burden. If aa
the street,

church simply needed
to select
selectan
anarchitect
architectbetter
bettersuited
suitedtotodesigning
designingappropriate
appropriate“infill”
“infill”
needed to
architecture
in historic
architecture in
historic areas
areas in
in order
order to
to receive
receive aa certificate
certificate of
ofappropriateness,
appropriateness, the
the

burden
might still
still be
if a place of worship were told
burden might
be insubstantial. On
On the
the other
other hand, if
that it is to offer
offer worship
worshipservices
services only
only on
on Thursday
Thursday nights,
nights, the
the burden would be
indisputably
indisputably substantial.
substantial.

No uniform
uniform definition
definitionofof“substantial
“substantialburden”
burden”has
hasbeen
been formed
formed among
among the
the federal
89 Gey,89 to
courts,
andthis
thishas
has
caused
some
scholars,
as Steven
to speculate that the
courts, and
caused
some
scholars,
such such
as Steven
G. Gey,G.
speculate that the
courts are
aremerely
merely“importing”
“importing” their
their own
own interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the idiom,
idiom, as
as itit existed
existed during
90
the
daysofofthe
theRFRA.
RFRA.90
Even
under
RFRA,
no consensus
on its
the days
Even
under
the the
RFRA,
therethere
was was
no consensus
on its definition.
definition.
As one might expect, defining
defining “substantial
“substantial burden”
burden”from
fromcase
caseto
tocase
case risked the

appearance
inconsistency. As with
with any
appearance ofofinconsistency.
any indefinite
indefinitedirective,
directive,courts
courtsdeveloped
developed tests
tests to
apply to the facts of each, although no
no single
single test
test seemed
seemedtotowin
winover
over all
all other
other circuit
circuit
courts.
courts.

Professor
Gey noted
noted that
that three
three different
different tests
were created
created under
under the
the RFRA
RFRA by
by the
Professor Gey
tests were
the

various circuit courts. The
fairly restrictive
The Fourth,
Fourth, Ninth
Ninth and
and Eleventh Circuits used
used aa fairly
(in
approach,in
in which
which the regulation in question must actually
(in the
the interpretive
interpretive sense)
sense) approach,

force a person
personto
to act,
act,or
orprohibit
prohibit one
one from
from acting,
acting, in
in violation
violation of
of one’s
one’s religious
religious tenets,
tenets,
i.e., forcing
forcing one
or prohibiting
prohibiting one from praying
one to work
work on
on her
her Sabbath,
Sabbath, or
praying the
the requisite
91
number
oftimes
timesper
perday.
day.91
other
of spectrum
the spectrum
are
the and
Eight
OnOn
thethe
other
endend
of the
are the
Eight
Tenth
number of
and Tenth
Circuits, which defined it as
any action
actioncompelling
compellingaafollower
followerto
to“refrain
“refrain from
from religiously
as any
92
motivated
conduct.”92
Somewhere
in the
middle
the Sixth
Circuit,
which
Somewhere
in the
middle
lieslies
the Sixth
Circuit,
which
defined a
motivated conduct.”
defined a
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substantial
burdenas
asinhibiting
inhibiting any
any action
action that
thatisis“essential”
“essential” or
or “fundamental”
“fundamental” to one’s
substantial burden
religion.93
religion.93

In
RLUIPA cases
circuit court
In the
the few
few land
land use
use RLUIPA
cases where
where aa circuit
court has
has defined
defined aa substantial
substantial

burden,
the definitions
definitions are
areequally
equallyvaried.
varied. The
The Ninth
Ninth Circuit’s
Circuit’s used
“plain meaning”
burden, the
used aa “plain
approach.
court should
that term
term in
in
approach. “When
“Whenaastatute
statute does
does not
not define
define aa term,
term, aa court
should construe
construe that
94
accordance
withitsits‘ordinary,
‘ordinary,contemporary,
contemporary,
common
meaning.’”94
Therefore, it
accordance with
common
meaning.’”
Therefore, it
determined that
that aa substantial
substantialburden
burdenwas
wasany
anyimposition
impositionof,
of,“a
“a significantly
significantly great
great
95
restriction
oronus
onusupon
uponsuch
such
[religious]
exercise.”95
In the
Seventh
Circuit’s
restriction or
[religious]
exercise.”
In the
Seventh
Circuit’s
decision in
decision in
96
C.L.U.B.
v.Chicago,
Chicago,96
explained,
substantial
burden
on religious
exercise
explained,
“A “A
substantial
burden
on religious
exercise
is one isthat
C.L.U.B. v.
one that
necessarily
bearsdirect,
direct,primary,
primary, and
andfundamental
fundamentalresponsibility
responsibility for
for rendering religious
necessarily bears

exercise--including
within the
exercise--including the
the use of real property for
for the
the purpose thereof within
the regulated
regulated

jurisdiction
jurisdiction generally--effectively
generally--effectively impracticable.
impracticable. The
The Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit
Circuit took
took issue
issue with
this definition,
definition, stating
definition would “render § b(3)’s total exclusion
stating that such
such aa definition
97
prohibition
meaningless.”97
view,
Eleventh
Circuit
explained
a
InInitsitsview,
thethe
Eleventh
Circuit
explained
that that
a substantial
prohibition meaningless.”
substantial
burden went beyond
beyond mere
mereinconvenience,
inconvenience,but
but“a
“a‘substantial
‘substantial burden’
burden’ is
is akin
akin to
to significant
significant

pressure
which directly
directly coerces
the religious
religious adherent
to conform
conform his
pressure which
coerces the
adherent to
his or
or her
her behavior
behavior
accordingly.
to force
force
accordingly. Thus,
Thus,aasubstantial
substantialburden
burden can
can result
result from
frompressure
pressure that
that tends
tends to
adherents
to forego
forego religious precepts
religious
adherents to
precepts or from
from pressure
pressure that
that mandates
mandates religious
conduct.”98
conduct.”98

So which, ifif any,
any, approach
approach is preferable?
preferable? This
ThisComment
Comment proposes
proposes that the Sixth

Circuit,
on to
to something.
something. Some
Somewill
will find itit troubling
Circuit, in
in its
its RFRA
RFRA era,
era, was on
troublingto
to take
take the
narrow view
view of
of“substantial
“substantialburden”
burden”because
because there will
willalways
alwaysbe
be the
the threat
threat that
that aa bigoted

official
he or
or she
shewill
will
officialmay
maybe
be appointed
appointed or
or elected
elected to a zoning board or commission, and he
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find
one or
or more
more religions.
religions. Likewise,
find aa way to discriminate
discriminate against
against one
Likewise,the
the sweeping
sweeping powers
of
of the
the broader
broader views should
should strike
strike fear
fear into
intoanyone
anyone concerned
concerned with
with Congress
Congress respecting
respecting

the establishment
establishment of
of religion, especially
especially historic
historic preservationists
preservationists and
and proponents of land
use
ordinances.
use ordinances.

The Sixth Circuit’s
Circuit’smiddle-of-the-road
middle-of-the-roadapproach
approach appears
appears to satisfy largely both
camps.
camps. By
Bybarring
barringgovernment’s
government’sencroachment
encroachment only
onlywhen
when ititburdens
burdens actions
actions that
that are
are

“essential” or “fundamental”
“fundamental” to
to the
the religion,
religion, the
the courts
courts would be leaving room for
interpretation,
each claim
claim in
in such
sweeping legal
legal (and
interpretation, which
whichisisnecessary
necessaryto
toassess
assess each
such aa sweeping
(and

political)
political) milieu.
milieu.InInaddition
additiontotoappealing
appealingtotoreason,
reason, the
the Sixth
Sixth Circuit’s
Circuit’sbalanced
balanced
approach
accomplishesthree
threeother
othergoals
goalswithin
withinsociety.
society. First,
First, by
by leveling
leveling the playing
approach accomplishes
field,
select which
which religious
field, ititallows
allowsstate
state and
and local
local zoning
zoning and
and preservation
preservation boards to select

“offenses”
enough to
to challenge
challengewithout
without fear
fear of
of aa no-win
no-win lawsuit (and
“offenses” are
are egregious
egregious enough

attorney fees
fees to
to the
thevictor).
victor). Formerly
commissionswill
will still
Formerly aggressive
aggressive commissions
still be
be less inclined to

litigate than they were
were before
beforethe
theRFRA/RLUIPA,
RFRA/RLUIPA, but
but nor
nor will
will they be bullied into
submission
at the
themere
meremention
mentionofof“RLUIPA
“RLUIPA claim.”
claim.” Next,
submission at
Next,returning
returningsome
some power
power to
to the
states
will also
and historic
historic preservation
states will
also promote
promote efficiency
efficiencyand
andfairness
fairnessbecause
because land
land use
use and
preservation

will
willwork
workmore
moreintuitively
intuitivelyand
andefficiently
efficientlywhen
whenadministered
administeredat
at aa local
local level,
level, where
where
relevant
and histories
histories are
are known
known to those making the
relevant issues
issues and
the decisions.
decisions.

Third,
remains protected.
protected. Only
Only actions
Third, the
the fundamental right of
of free
free expression
expression remains
that
non-essential and
andnon-fundamental
non-fundamental to
to exercising
exercising one’s religion
religion may
that are non-essential
may be
be burdened,
burdened,

such
as appropriately
appropriately designed
designed building
building additions,
and parking
parking stall
such as
additions, painting
painting schemes,
schemes, and

widths.99
Similarly,laws
lawsthat
thatprohibit
prohibitchurches
churches
from
being
built
within
from
being
built
within
thethe
citycity
limits or
widths.99 Similarly,
limits or
that prohibit worshiping
will not
worshiping aa certain religion,
religion, but
but not
not others,
others, will
not be
be tolerated.
tolerated. For
Forthese
these
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reasons,
themost
mostprudent
prudentoption
optionwould
wouldbe
befor
for all
all courts
courts to
to adopt
adoptthe
theSixth
Sixth Circuit’s
Circuit’s
reasons, the

intermediate
interpretation of
of “Substantial Burden.”
intermediate interpretation

2. Religious Exercise
Next is whether the
the regulated
regulatedactivity
activity is aa “religious
“religious exercise.” There
There are
are a few

examples
“religiousexercise”
exercise”defined
defined
nearly
all favor
a broad
examples ofof“religious
andand
nearly
all favor
a broad
interpretation.100 In
interpretation.100 In
layman’s terms, “religious
“religious exercise”
exercise” might
might include
include worship,
worship,ceremonial
ceremonial practices,
practices,
proselytizing, etc. In
Inother
other words,
words, actions
actions directly
directly related
related to practicing one’s religious

beliefs. However,
However, RLUIPA
RLUIPAstatutorily
statutorilydefines
definesreligious
religiousexercise
exerciseas
as “any
“any exercise
exercise of

religion,
whetherorornot
notcompelled
compelled
central
a system
of religious
religion, whether
by,by,
or or
central
to, to,
a system
of religious
belief.”101 This
belief.”101 This
rather expansive,
expansive, if
if not unhelpful,
unhelpful, definition
definitionbecomes
becomeseven
even further
furtherdetached
detached by
by also
explicitly
explicitlyincluding
includingactions
actions not
not typically
typicallyassociated
associated with worship or practicing religion,
i.e., “[t]he
“[t]he use,
of religious
use, building,
building, or
or conversion
conversion of
of real
real property for
for the
the purpose of

exercise….”102
Thislanguage
language
is extraordinary.
“plain
language”
might
is extraordinary.
TheThe
“plain
language”
might
indicate that
exercise….”102 This
indicate that
Congress
intendedto
togrant
grantwholesale
wholesaleexemptions
exemptionstotoallallfaiths
faithsfrom
fromfollowing
following all zoning
Congress intended
ordinance
historicpreservation
preservation
(and
perhaps,
it could
be argued,
building
ordinance ororhistoric
lawlaw
(and
perhaps,
it could
be argued,
building
codes)103
codes)103
in the land, at any
any level.
level. As
is using,
using, building
building upon or demolishing
As long
longas
as the
the person
person is
structures on
on her
her property
property for
for “the purpose
of religious exercise,” whatever that might
structures
purpose of
might be,
be,

governmental regulation of
of such
such is automatically
automaticallysuspect.
suspect.
However, there
there does
doesappear
appeartotobebea alimit
limittotohow
howmuch
mucha acourt
courtwill
willswallow.
swallow. In a
104
Wyoming case,
case,104
court
questioned
the sincerity
of a church
claim
its
thethe
court
questioned
the sincerity
of a church
claim that
itsthat
proposed
Wyoming
proposed
daycare
center,located
locatedin
inaaresidential
residentialdistrict,
district, was
wasfor
for aa religious
religious use.
use. The city
city produced
daycare center,
produced

documentation
affidavits showing
documentation and
and affidavits
showingthat
thatthe
the use
use was
was intended
intended to
to be
be a commercial
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operation; only after the variance
variance was
was denied
deniedby
bythe
thecity
citydid
did the
theRLUIPA
RLUIPA claim
claim arise.
arise.
The court seemed
skeptical of
of the
the church’s
church’s claim:
claim:
seemed skeptical

have pointed
pointed to evidence
In this
this case,
case, Defendants
Defendants have
evidence which indicates
indicates
that: (1) Grace
care may
may not
not be
be religious
religious in nature;
Grace United's proposed
proposed day care
nature;

and
a "religious
school,"
as as
Plaintiff
nownow
contends,
and (2) even
even ififit itis is
a "religious
school,"
Plaintiff
contends,
Reverend
Laughlin labeled
labeled itit as
Reverend Laughlin
as such
such for legal
legal protection.
protection. AAreasonable
reasonable
jury
jury could
could conclude
conclude either
either way
way on
on the
theevidence
evidence presented
presented in the motions
105
for
summaryjudgment.
for summary
judgment.105
Therefore, while
while there
leniency toward religious claimants, the
there is considerable leniency

presumption is only automatic until faced with
with credible
credible contradictory
contradictory evidence.
evidence.

3. Compelling Governmental Interest
So what exactly is aa Compelling
Compelling Governmental Interest?
Interest? Health
Health and
and Safety
concerns
are obvious
obvious compelling
compelling governmental
concerns are
governmental interests.
interests. “There
“Thereappears
appears to
to be
be no
no dispute
dispute

that local governments have
have aa compelling
compelling interest in protecting the health and safety of

their
communitiesthrough
throughthe
the
enforcement
of the
local
zoning
their communities
enforcement
of the
local
zoning
regulations.”106 The
regulations.”106 The
general
welfare of
of the
however, is
less obvious
obvious candidate
candidate for
for aa compelling
compelling
general welfare
the people,
people, however,
is aa less
interest because
becauseof
ofits
its vagueness.
vagueness.What
What constitutes
constituteswelfare?
welfare? The government’s interest
in
comprehensive land-use
land-useplans
plansand
andwetland
wetlandpreservation
preservationare
aremore
moredifficult
difficult
in aesthetics,
aesthetics, comprehensive
to
to assess.
assess.

Historic
Historic preservationists
preservationists will
willneed
needto
todemonstrate
demonstrate how
how preservation
preservation benefits the

immediate community,
community, and
benefits collectively,
collectively, and often indirectly,
indirectly, advance
and how these
these benefits
advance

the public welfare. Fortunately,
are plentiful.
plentiful. Historic
Fortunately, examples
examples are
Historicpreservation
preservation and
and
landmark laws “are justified
justifiedas
as promoting
promotingthe
the general
general welfare
welfare to
to the
the extent
extent that they

stimulate tourism and related economic
economic growth,
growth, provide cultural
cultural and
and educational
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enrichment for local
local communities,
communities, increase
increase local property values, or improve

aesthetics.”107
Nevertheless,
it will
upthe
to the
finders
of to
fact
to determine,
on
aesthetics.”107 Nevertheless,
it will
be be
up to
finders
of fact
determine,
on a casea caseby-case
basis,exactly
exactly how
how compelling
compelling each
interest really
really is.
by-case basis,
each governmental interest
is.

4. Least Restrictive Means
Prof.
more often
often turn
restrictive means
Prof. Gey
Gey reports
reports that,
that, “The
“The cases
cases more
turn on
on the
the least
least restrictive
means
108
analysis
[thanthe
thecompelling
compelling
interest
analysis].”108
example,
in Elsinore
For For
example,
in Elsinore
Christian
analysis [than
interest
analysis].”
Christian
109
Center
CityofofLake
LakeElsinore,
Elsinore,109
that while
“curbing
Center v.v.City
the the
courtcourt
ruledruled
that while
“curbing
urbanurban
blight”blight”
might
might
be aa compelling
compelling interest,
interest, the
the city
city still
still had
had the burden to “show that its regulation is the
110
least
restrictivemeans
means
advancing
a compelling
governmental
interest.”110
The
The means
least restrictive
ofof
advancing
a compelling
governmental
interest.”
means
in question revolved around the
the city’s
city’s refusal to grant a conditional permit
permit to
to aa church to

displace
area. The city
city argued,
displace the local grocery
grocery store
store in
in aa depressed
depressed area.
argued, among
among other things,

that the loss
loss of
of aa grocery
grocery store
storewould
would greatly
greatly accelerate
acceleratethe
theblight
blightafflicting
afflicting the
neighborhood. The
The court
court determined
determined that
that the
the city
city had
had not
not met
met the burden of showing that

its solution
available to
to it.
it. The
solution to
to blight
blightwas
was the
the least restrictive means
means available
The court
court even
even
provided examples: showing that no other nearby lots were available for the grocer, or

that
suchlots
lotswere
wereavailable,
available,
why
they
were
that ifif such
why
they
were
notnot
practicable.111
practicable.111
Assuming
persuaded of
of the
the compelling
compelling interest
Assuming that
that aa court
court can
can be
be persuaded
interest element,
element, the
the
taxpayers
least restrictive
restrictive
taxpayers must then show that the government’s imposed
imposed burden
burden was the least

means
to accomplish
accomplish its
its compelling
compelling interest. In
means to
Inhistoric
historicpreservation
preservationcases,
cases, common

conflicts with
demolish historically
historically or
with religious
religious institutions
institutionsinclude
include(1)
(1)requests
requests to demolish
architecturally
original structures
architecturally significant
significantstructures,
structures, (2)
(2) requests
requests to alter original
structures or construct

architecturally
architecturally inappropriate
inappropriate or
or otherwise
otherwise insensitive
insensitive additions
additions to
to historic
historicstructures,
structures, and
and
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(3) requests
for inappropriate
inappropriate land
land uses
useswithin
within protected
protecteddistricts.
districts. Finding
requests for
Finding the
the least
least
restrictive means
to defend
defend against
againstRLUIPA
RLUIPA claims should in theory be simple.
means to

todemolish
demolishsignificant
significant buildings
buildings or
or landmarks
landmarks is
is typically
typically
First, denying requests
requests to
a
straightforward because
of the
easeof
of the
the burden.
burden. There
restrictive means
of
a straightforward
because of
the ease
There is
is no
no less
less restrictive
means of

preserving
building than
than disallowing
disallowing its destruction.
destruction. IfIf aa demolition
preserving aa building
demolitioncase
case is lost, it is to
be lost in the compelling
compelling governmental
governmental interest
interest analysis.
Next,
Next, insensitive
insensitive additions
additions and
and alterations
alterations to
to historic
historicstructures
structures are
are more
more delicate.
delicate.

The nature of
of the conflict
conflict requires
requires the
the finder
finder of
offact
facttotobe
beeducated
educated on matters of

architectural style, aesthetics
andoften,
often,religious
religious history.
history. Testimony
aesthetics and
Testimonyby
byexpert
expert witnesses
witnesses

can
be helpful.
helpful. The
can be
The least
least restrictive
restrictive means
means to prohibit inappropriate
inappropriate alterations or
additions will
willdepend
depend on
on the
the preservation
preservation approach to new construction to which
which each
each

commission subscribes.
are two
two primary approaches
to new
newconstruction
construction within
within
subscribes. There are
approaches to
preservation
preservation districts: (1)
(1) new
new construction
construction must
must replicate
replicate the
the style,
style, massing
massing and
and

construction of the original
original (or
(or existing)
existing) buildings,
buildings,or
or(2)
(2)new
newconstruction
constructionmust
must appear
appear to

be from
from the time or era
era in
in which
which it is built.
built. The
Thefirst
firstapproach
approachisisappeals
appeals to important
landmarks or neighborhoods
neighborhoods where
where the
the history
history of
of the property or area
area is
is well
well
documented.
documented.

If,
If, for
for example,
example, a building in
in Colonial
Colonial Williamsburg
Williamsburgburned
burned to
to the
the ground, its
replacement
would likely
replacement would
likelybe
bean
anexact
exactmatch
matchofofwhat
whatwas
wasthere
therebefore
beforebecause
because the
the desired
desired

effect is for
the atmosphere
atmosphereofofthe
theoriginal
originaltown.
town. On the
for visitors
visitorsto
toabsorb
absorb and
and appreciate
appreciate the
other hand,
hand, in
in the more common setting of an historic neighborhood or business
district,
business district,
the
desire is
is to preserve
preserve the
the buildings
buildings that are
are considered
considered contributing
contributing to
the desire
to the
the character
character of
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the area
areawhile
while simultaneously
simultaneouslyinviting
inviting contemporary
contemporary“infill”
“infill” architecture
architecture to
to complement
complement

the
olderbuildings.112
the older
buildings.112
The
restrictive means
as itit applies
applies to
to architectural alterations
The least
least restrictive
means test, as
alterations and
and
additions, is an unpredictable thing. Because
appropriatenesswill
will hinge
Because the question of appropriateness
on one’s interpretation of
of “appropriate,”
“appropriate,”the
theleast
least restrictive
restrictivemeans
means risks
risks the
the chance
chance of

being boiled down to “good
muster,” and
and this
this will
will nearly
“good enough
enough to
to pass
pass muster,”
nearlyalways
always depend
depend
113
on
thelevel
levelofofsophistication
sophisticationofofthethe
observer.
example,
a Prairie-style113
addition on
on the
observer.
ForFor
example,
a Prairie-style
addition on
114
a
Georgian-style114
mansion
likely
appear
ridiculous
the
a Georgian-style
mansion
willwill
likely
appear
ridiculous
eveneven
to thetolayperson.
layperson.
115
However,
thesame
samePrairie-style
Prairie-style
addition
a simply
detailed
Mission-style115
building
However, the
addition
on on
a simply
detailed
Mission-style
building
might
eye, but
but still
still embarrassingly
might seem
seem innocuous to the untrained eye,
embarrassingly absurd
absurd to an historian

or
or architect.
architect. Therefore,
Therefore,when
whenthe
theissue
issue arises
arises of
of whether
whether the
the government
government could
could have
have
regulated
burden in
in aa less
less restrictive
restrictive manner,
manner, the
the proponent
proponent of
of preservation
preservation will
will seek
regulated the burden
seek

to show why no
no other
other scheme
schemebut
butanan“appropriate”
“appropriate”design
designwill
willwork.
work. The
The RLUIPA
RLUIPA
plaintiff
plaintiffwill
willneed
needtotoshow
show why
whytheir
theiraddition
additionisisthe
the most
most they can afford, why religious
beliefs
beliefs prevent
prevent them
them from
from meeting
meeting the
the design
design guidelines
guidelines or
or some
some other
other substantial
substantial burden
burden

prevents
them from
from meeting
guidelines.
prevents them
meeting the
the design
design guidelines.

The finder of fact will
to find
find
willthen
thenhave
have to
to whittle
whittleaway
awayat
at both
both sides’
sides’ arguments
arguments to
justice. In
Indistricts
districtswhere
whereexact
exact replicas
replicas of
of historic
historic buildings
buildingsare
are sought,
sought, the
preservationists will
will be
be in
in aa stronger
stronger position
position to
to dictate
dictate the
the least
least restrictive
restrictive means,
means,
because
in these
thesesettings,
settings,just
justone
oneout-of-place,
out-of-place,anachronistic
anachronisticbuilding
building can ruin the
because in
the

atmosphere.
the more
more common
common“living”
“living” historic
atmosphere. However, in the
historicdistricts,
districts,preservationists
preservationists

will
more flexible
flexible in determining what is appropriate.
appropriate. Courts are
are likely
likely to
willneed
need to be more
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interpret that allowing
allowing additions
inferior in
additions or
or alterations
alterations that are
are inferior
in construction,
construction, design
design or
layout
restrictive means
to architectural design.
layout are
are less
less restrictive
means than strict adherence
adherence to
design.

Finally,
deny inappropriate
inappropriate rezonings,
rezonings,itit will
will be
Finally, when
when preservation
preservation commissions deny
be

difficult totoillustrate
difficult
illustratewhy
whythe
thedenial
denialwas
was the
the least
least restrictive method of furthering the
compelling interest.
compelling
interest. Typically,
Typically,when
whenaaproposed
proposedland
landuse
use runs
runs contra to the local
comprehensive land
land use
useplan,
plan,boards
boardsof
ofzoning
zoning appeals
appealswill
will entertain
entertain petitions
petitions for
comprehensive
variances, or
or exceptions
exceptions to
to the
the zoning
zoning ordinance,
than deny
deny outright
outright aa request
to
variances,
ordinance, rather
rather than
request to

the property.
property. Commitments
rezone the
Commitmentscan
canbe
be attached
attached to
to variances
variances (and
(and to
to rezonings)
rezonings) so
so

negative impact
impact to
to the
the neighbors
neighbors is
is minimized.
minimized. For
that the negative
Forexample,
example, ififaachurch
churchneeded
needed

to provide off-street
off-street parking
parking on
on its
itsresidentially
residentiallyzoned
zonedproperty,
property,and
andlearned
learned that
that surface
surface
church could
could simply
simply apply for the
lots were not permitted in residential districts, the church

variance to this rule
rule rather
rather than
than asking
asking to
to rezone
rezone the property to commercial
commercial use
use or
or any
any
use that
thatallows
allows parking
parking lots.
lots. The zoning board might ask
ask for
for aa commitment
commitment from
other use
the church
church that
that the
the variance
variance will
will expire
to use
use the
the property
property for
for
the
expirewhen
whenthe
thechurch
churchceases
ceases to

worship services; if
if the
as aacommercial
commercial parking
parking lot,
the church
church sells
sells the property or uses
uses itit as

the variance
variance dies
dies and
andthe
thechurch
churchwould
would be
bein
in violation
violation of the zoning ordinance.
Therefore, a
flat-out denial
Therefore,
a flat-out
denial of
ofaa rezoning
rezoning request
request is
is rarely
rarely the
the least
least restrictive
restrictive means.
means.

and other
other commitments
commitments often
often allow both
Creative variances,
variances, expiration dates
dates and
both sides
sides to

goals, if
if but on different
attain their goals,
different timetables.
timetables.

5. Discrimination, Exclusion and Unreasonable
UnreasonableLimitation
Limitation
Courts have
have determined
determinedthat
thatRLUIPA’s
RLUIPA’s language,
as itit pertains
pertains to
to prohibiting
prohibiting
language, as

government from disparate
disparate treatment of religious compared
compared to nonreligious
nonreligious assembly
assembly or
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intuitions,
is unambiguous.116 “No
intuitions, is
“No government
government shall
shall impose
impose or
or implement
implement aa land
land use
use
unambiguous.116
regulation
religious assembly
institution on
regulation in
in aa manner
manner that
that treats
treats aa religious
assembly or institution
on less
less than
than equal
equal
117
terms
with aanonreligious
nonreligiousassembly
assembly
institution.”117
language
proved
fatal
ThisThis
language
proved
fatal in
the
terms with
or or
institution.”
in the
2004
2004 Midrash
Midrash case:
case: “Because
“Because we
we have
have concluded
concluded that
that private
private clubs,
clubs, churches
churches and
and

synagogues
fall under
under the
the umbrella
umbrella of
of "assembly
in
synagogues fall
"assembly or
or institution"
institution"as
asthose
those terms
terms are
are used
used in
118
RLUIPA,
differential treatment
treatmentconstitutes
constitutes
a violation
§ (b)(1)
of
RLUIPA, this
this differential
a violation
of §of(b)(1)
of RLUIPA.”
RLUIPA.”118
The application to historic preservation may seem
seemdistant
distantatatfirst.
first. However, this

section
one of
of the most important weapons
against historic
historic preservation
section may be one
weapons against
preservation

regulations
available to
to religious
religious institutions.
institutions. For
regulations available
For example,
example, it is not uncommon for local
preservation commissions
commissions to
to authorize
authorize demolition
demolition or otherwise inappropriate actions

where large
large commercial
commercial projects
projects are
areproposed
proposedininhistoric
historiccommercial
commercialdistricts.
districts. The
rationale is that by compromising
compromising a relatively
greater area
areawill
will benefit.
relatively small
small area,
area, the greater

One common
common example
exampleisisthe
theremoval
removalofofaa(typically
(typically small)
small) historic
historic building
building to
119
accommodate
larger
commercial
building
or complex.119
The commercial
new commercial
The new
center
accommodate a alarger
commercial
building
or complex.
center
could benefit local
local property
property owners
owners in
in three
three immediate ways: (1)
(1) by
by replacing
replacing unused
unused or

underused
buildings with
with functional and occupied
occupied facilities,
facilities, the public’s perception of
underused buildings
commercial activity
activity will
willpromote
promoteaasense
sense of
of stability
stabilityand
and prosperity,
prosperity, thus
thus perpetuating
perpetuating

commercial growth;
growth; (2)
(2) by
by moving
movingamenities
amenities to
to the
the neighborhood that would otherwise
be
lacking to
and (3)
(3) by
be lacking
to the
the local
local inhabitants,
inhabitants,e.g.
e.g. supermarkets,
supermarkets, banks,
banks, restaurants,
restaurants, etc.; and

drawing
drawing non-local
non-local business
business into
into the
the area
area that would, in
in theory,
theory, create
create collateral
collateral business
business

for
in the
the district.
district. The
for the
the existing
existing businesses
businesses in
The improved
improvedbusiness
business climate, therefore,
allows
allows the
the property
property owners
owners to
to allocate
allocate more
more capital
capital funds
funds to
to the
the preservation
preservation and
and

improvement of
of their
their own
ownhistoric
historicbuildings
buildingsand
andpreservation
preservationgoals
goalsare
are thereby
thereby attained.
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The
The conflict
conflictbecomes
becomes readily
readilyapparent
apparent when
when the
the same
same commission
commission isis approached
approached

by a religious entity
to demolish
demolish an
an historic
historic building
building in
entity that
that seeks
seeks to
in order
order to
to construct
construct aa

new worship hall, for
for example.
example. Under
Underthis
thisscenario,
scenario, the
the incentives
incentives for
for the
the preservation
preservation
commission
thechurch,
church,arguably,
arguably, will
will be
to
commission to
to compromise
compromise are
are removed
removed because
because the
be unable
unable to
generate
the same
samefinancial
financial boon
boon to
to the
the local
local economy
economy that
market or
or mixed-use
generate the
that aa market
mixed-use center
center

might. In
the city
city if
if
Inthis
thissetting,
setting,the
the church
church will
willhave
haveaa clear
clear “Equal
“Equal Terms”
Terms”case
case against
against the
its application is refused. The
of other
other similar
similar
The church
church need
need only point
point to
to the
the precedent
precedent of

situations involving
involving commercial
demolition applications
commercial development
development where demolition
applications were
approved.
these two
two hypothetical
hypothetical situations, it
approved. Despite
Despite the
the obvious
obvious differences
differences between these

appears
unlikely that
that courts
courtswill
will rule in favor
appears unlikely
favor of
of preservationists
preservationists if the broad Midrash

interpretation of “Equal Terms” is categorically adopted
without allowing
allowing local
adopted without
governments
the obvious
obvious and
reasonable distinctions.
distinctions.
governments to
to argue
argue the
and perhaps
perhaps reasonable

IV.
IV. THE
THE APPROPRIATE
APPROPRIATEBALANCE
BALANCE
As a Fundamental
Fundamental Right,
Right, the
the free
free exercise
exerciseof
ofreligion
religion obviously
obviously trumps society’s
interest in preserving its culture heritage
heritage and
and architectural
architectural landmarks.
landmarks. Certainly, the

Constitution
precious few
few mentions
mentions of
of specific
specific protections,
protections, but
but religion
religion is
Constitution makes precious

mentioned
twice within
within the
mentioned twice
the First Amendment. Even
Even the
the most
most ardent historic
preservationist would be disinclined to compare the
the gravity
gravity of these
two issues.
issues. This
these two
comparison,
comparison, however,
however, has
has never
never been
been the
the issue.
issue.

A. Competing Interests
conflict is
cultural heritage
The true conflict
is between
between communities trying
trying to
to preserve
preserve the cultural
heritage
and
of their neighborhoods,
and architectural character of
neighborhoods, and
and religious congregations
congregations
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attempting to worship and practice
practice their
their faiths to the best
bestof
of their
their abilities.
abilities. When
When these
these
two noble and worthy
worthy pursuits
thoughtful
pursuits occasionally
occasionally collide,
collide,the
theresponse
response should be aa thoughtful

and honest
honestdialog
dialog between
betweenthe
theparties.
parties.Too
Too often,
often, however,
however,well-intentioned
well-intentioned legislation

intensifies a conflict
conflict to the point of
polarized enemies.
enemies. RLUIPA
RLUIPA is
of making
making the parties polarized
is an
an
example
of legislation
potential to
example of
legislation that
that has
has the
the potential
to do
do more
more harm
harm than
than good
good by
by encouraging
encouraging

litigation
for plaintiffs
plaintiffs to
litigation by
by both
both its
its relative
relative ease
ease for
to meet
meet their initial
initialburden,
burden, and
and by its
120
provision
allowing the
theaward
awardofofattorney
attorney
fees
to victorious
plaintiffs.120
These two
provision allowing
fees
to victorious
plaintiffs.
These two
provisions create
createan
anincentive
incentivefor
forplaintiffs
plaintiffs to
to “roll
“roll the dice” of litigation
litigationrather
rather than
than

encouraging
the parties
partiesto
towork
work out
out problems
problemson
onaalevel
levelplaying
playingfield.
field. One
encouraging the
One might
might argue
argue
that
approacheshave
haveaachilling
chilling effect
effect on
on local
local governments
governments that
that wish
wish to avoid
that such approaches

expending
taxpayer dollars
dollars on
oneven
eventhe
themost
mostfrivolous
frivolousRLUIPA
RLUIPA litigation,
litigation, being
expending taxpayer
being more
inclined
inclined to
to let
let individual
individualneighbors
neighborsand
and neighborhoods
neighborhoods suffer the ills
ills of
ofthe
the proposed
proposed
inappropriate land uses.
uses. A
A better
better law
law would
wouldpromote
promotealternate
alternate dispute
dispute resolution,
resolution,such
such as
as

mediation or arbitration,
litigation and
arbitration, and
and thus avoid both potentially
potentially unnecessary
unnecessary litigation
and the
very
of inappropriate
of
very real
real negative
negative impacts
impacts of
inappropriate land
land uses.
uses. ItItseems
seems curious
curious that
that the
the authors
authors of

the RLUIPA
RLUIPA did
didnot
notconsider
consider inclusion
inclusion of
ofthis
thisoption,
option,given
giventhe
thesweeping
sweeping power
power invested
invested

in the Act.

B. Consistency
Consistency is
is the
the Better
Better Part
Part of Preservation
The arguably “remedial”
“remedial” aspect
RLUIPA brings
aspect of RLUIPA
brings another
another question to the front.
Why
against remedially?
remedially?
Why should
should something
somethingas
as fundamental
fundamental as
as free
free exercise
exercise be
be defended against

The first
first defense
historic preservation
fair
defense of historic
preservation against religious persecution
persecution claims is the fair

administration of historic
historic preservation
preservation law. This
Thiscan
can be
be promoted
promoted by any national
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121 121 Preservationists
preservation
entityororagency
agency
that
receives
federal
funding.
preservation entity
that
receives
federal
funding.
Preservationists will be
will be
the
first to
historic property
the first
to assert
assert that
that each
each historic
propertyor
orlandmark
landmarkisisunique,
unique,and
andmust
mustbe
beassessed
assessed

individually;
is still
still possible
on aabroader
broaderlevel.
level.By
By utilizing
utilizing
individually;however,
however, consistency
consistency is
possible on
consistent
standardsand
andpolicies,
policies, preservation
preservation commissions
commissions may
may both
both reduce
reducefrivolous
frivolous
consistent standards

claims of persecution and
and prevent
prevent renegade
renegadeboards
boardsfrom
frombullying
bullying or
or discriminating
discriminating
against
religious groups.
groups. For
against religious
For example,
example, state historic preservation offices and local

historic
receive federal
federal funding
funding are
are typically
typically required to
historic preservation
preservation commissions that receive
follow
followthe
theSecretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior's
Interior'sStandards
Standards for
for Rehabilitation
Rehabilitationwhen
whenassessing
assessing tax

credit
applicationsororCertificates
Certificates
Appropriateness
for non-religious
credit applications
ofof
Appropriateness
for non-religious
properties.122
properties.122
These
standardsare
areadministered
administeredthrough
throughthe
theNational
National Park
Park Service.
Service. These
These standards
These ten simple
standards
aresurprisingly
surprisingly succinct
succinct and
and form
form the
the framework
framework of
standards are
of preservation commissions
across
the nation.
nation. Each
sentenceslong,
long,and
andwritten
written in
across the
Each standard
standard is
is between
between one
one and three sentences

plain,
non-technicallanguage:123
plain, non-technical
language:123
1. AAproperty
propertyshall
shallbe
beused
used for
forits
itshistoric
historicpurpose
purpose or
or be
be placed
placed in aa new
use
that requires
requires minimal
minimal change
to the defining characteristics
use that
change to
characteristics of the
building
building and
and its
its site
site and environment.
2. The
Thehistoric
historiccharacter
character ofofaaproperty
propertyshall
shallbe
beretained
retainedand
andpreserved.
preserved.
The removal of
historic
materials
or
alteration
of
features
and
of historic materials or alteration of features andspaces
spaces
that
property shall be
that characterize
characterize aa property
be avoided.
3. Each
as aa physical
physical record
record of
of its time,
Each property
property shall
shall be
be recognized
recognized as
time,
place,
place, and
and use.
use. Changes
Changes that
that create
create aafalse
falsesense
senseofofhistorical
historical
development, such
such as
as adding
development,
adding conjectural
conjectural features
features or architectural
architectural
elements
from
other
buildings,
shall
not
be
undertaken.
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4. Most
Mostproperties
propertieschange
change over
overtime;
time;those
thosechanges
changes that
that have
have acquired
acquired
historic
significance
in
their
own
right
shall
be
retained
and
preserved.
historic significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive
Distinctivefeatures,
features,finishes,
finishes,and
andconstruction
constructiontechniques
techniques or
or examples
examples
of craftsmanship
shall
be be
craftsmanship that
that characterize
characterize aahistoric
historicproperty
property
shall
preserved.
preserved.
6. Deteriorated
Deteriorated historic
historicfeatures
features shall
shall be
be repaired
repaired rather
rather than
than replaced.
replaced.
Where
replacement
Where the
the severity
severityofofdeterioration
deteriorationrequires
requires
replacementof aof a
distinctive
the old
old in design, color,
distinctive feature,
feature, the new feature shall match the
texture,
visualvisual
qualities
and, where
texture, and
andother
other
qualities
and, possible,
where possible,
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materials. Replacement
materials.
Replacement of
of missing
missing features
features shall
shall be
be substantiated
substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial
pictorial evidence.
evidence.

7. Chemical
Chemical ororphysical
physicaltreatments,
treatments, such
such as
assandblasting,
sandblasting, that
that cause
cause
damage
to
historic
materials
shall
not
be
used.
The
surface
cleaning
of
damage to historic
not be used.
surface
structures,
if appropriate,
structures, if
appropriate, shall
shall be
be undertaken
undertaken using
using the
the gentlest
gentlest means
means
possible.
possible.
8. Significant
affected by
by aa project
Significant archeological
archeological resources
resources affected
project shall
shallbe
be
protected
disturbed,
protected and
and preserved.
preserved. IfIfsuch
suchresources
resourcesmust
mustbebe
disturbed,
mitigation
mitigationmeasures
measures shall
shall be
be undertaken.
undertaken.
9. New
Newadditions,
additions,exterior
exterioralterations,
alterations, or
or related
related new
new construction
construction shall
shall
not destroy historic materials
that
characterize
the
property.
The
new
materials that characterize the
work shall
compatible with
shall be
be differentiated from the
the old
old and
and shall be compatible
the
massing,
size,
scale,
and
architectural
features
to protect
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the
the
historic integrity
integrity of
ofthe
the property
property and
and its environment.
10.
New additions
and adjacent
or related
10. New
additions and
adjacent or
related new construction
construction shall be
be
undertaken
in
such
a
manner
that
if
removed
in
the
future,
the
essential
undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of
of the
the historic
historic property
property and
and its
its environment
environment would
be
unimpaired.
be unimpaired.
These
guidelines could
could be
be easily
easily adapted
adaptedto
toapply
applyto
to religious
religious institutions;
institutions; exceptions
These guidelines
would
accommodate special
special circumstances
circumstancesunique
unique to
to spiritual
spiritual
would need
need to
to be
be made
made to accommodate

matters,
but the
the resulting
resulting set
setof
ofreligious
religious facilities
facilities guidelines would be fair, predictable
matters, but
and
easily understood
understood by
by laypersons
and architects
architects alike.
alike.
and easily
laypersons and

To avoid the potential for
for local
local bias
bias against
against religious
religious institutions,
institutions,amendments
amendments to
the
National Historic
the National
HistoricPreservation
PreservationAct
Actcould
couldbe
bemade,
made,ororperhaps
perhapsentities
entitiesand
and agencies
agencies at
at

the national level, such as
as the
theNational
National Trust
Trust for
for Historic
Historic Preservation
Preservation or the National
Park Service, might be called upon to develop similar, but
but more
more specialized guidelines

for
when dealing
dealing with
with religious
for local
local government
government to use when
religious land
land use applications affecting

historic properties. Regardless
method of
of implementation,
implementation, the
the key
key is
is for
for historic
Regardless of the method
preservation commissions to be
be consistent,
consistent,fair
fair and
and predictable
predictable in
in their
their decisionmaking,

regardless
of region
region or
or religion.
religion.
regardless of
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C. The Establishment Clause
Clause Gambit
Gambit
Finally,
clause. This
Finally, there
there is
is the
the issue
issue of
of the
the establishment
establishment clause.
This Comment
Comment has
has focused
focused
primarily
primarilyon
onthe
thefree
freeexercise
exerciseclause,
clause, but
but itithas
has been
been argued
argued that
that although
although intended
intended to
to be
be aa

shield, RLUIPA
RLUIPA is
sword. By offering
is equally effective as
as aa sword.
offering religious institutions
institutions a
weapon as
as formidable
formidable as
as RLUIPA,
RLUIPA, government
perhapsunwittingly
unwittingly made
government has perhaps
made a law that

respects
anestablishment
establishmentofofreligion,
religion,as
asopposed
opposedtotoirreligion,
irreligion,in
inviolation
violation of the First
respects an
Amendment. For
Forexample,
example,Atheists,
Atheists,Deists,
Deists,Agnostics
Agnosticsand
andother
otherfaiths
faithsthat
thatare
are averse
averse to

meeting in worship halls or utilizing
are simply
simply left out
utilizingreal
realestate
estate for
for religious
religious purposes
purposes are
of RLUIPA,
RLUIPA,although
althoughthey
theyhave
haveevery
everyright
righttotoexpect
expectthe
thebenefits
benefits of
ofland
landuse
use and
and
preservation laws, benefits
benefits that
that can
can be
bedissolved
dissolvedby
byRLUIPA.
RLUIPA.
Much
been written
written and
Much has
has been
and litigated
litigated regarding
regarding the
the establishment
establishment clause
clause problems
124 “[T]he state should be forbidden to subsidize what it cannot
of
RLUIPA.124
“[T]he state should be forbidden to subsidize what it cannot regulate,
of RLUIPA.
regulate,
because
thesubsidy
subsidy
will
inevitably
accompanied
by regulatory
because the
will
inevitably
bebe
accompanied
by regulatory
conditions.”125 This
conditions.”125 This
Comment
only one
observation on
on the
the matter.
matter. Once
Comment makes
makes only
one observation
Once an
an architectural
architectural masterpiece,
masterpiece,

historic
no amount
amount of
of reconstruction
reconstruction or
or replication
historic cathedral
cathedral or natural landmark is gone, no
126
can
returnitittotosociety.
society.126
The
value
of preservation
is maintaining
the
The
value
of preservation
is maintaining
the original,
not a
can return
original, not a
well-done copy. Therefore,
Therefore,ininthe
theworld
worldofofhistoric
historicpreservation,
preservation,the
theestablishment
establishment clause
clause

is the lesser
lesser concern.
concern. It is nearly
nearly always preferable for
for government
government to
to risk
risk an
an occasional
occasional

establishment
clauseclaim
claim by
by awarding
awarding grants
grantsto
to religious
religious institutions
institutions to restore
historic
establishment clause
restore historic

buildings
buildings than
than itit is
is for
forgovernment
government to
to risk
riskaa single
single free
free exercise
exercise defeat by a religious

institution,
an old
old building that itit can
institution, determined
determined to demolish an
can no longer afford to
maintain.
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V. CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
As long as RLUIPA
RLUIPA exists,
“how much
exists, debate
debate over “how
much land
land use
use regulation is too

much?” will
will be
will continue
be hotly
hotly contested.
contested. Sides will
continue to polarize, with religious
institutions
local governments,
institutions and
and First
First Amendment
Amendmentsupporters
supporters on
on one
one side
side and
and local
governments,

preservationists,
neighborhood groups
groupsand
andproperty
propertyowners
ownerson
onthe
theother.
other.Courts
Courtswill
will
preservationists, neighborhood

continue to struggle
struggle with
with the question,
question, continuously
continuously creating
creating and
andmodifying
modifying rules for

determining discrimination. Until
that RLUIPA
RLUIPA is overly
UntilCongress
Congress acknowledges
acknowledges that
overly broad
broad
in its
amends RLUIPA
RLUIPA or
its powers,
powers, and either amends
or abandons
abandons it for
for something
something better,
better, the

conflict
conflict will
willcontinue
continueneedlessly.
needlessly.The
Theeasiest
easiest way
wayto
tosolve
solve the
the problem
problem as
as itit pertains
pertains to

historic preservation
conflicts is to
to amend
amendRLUIPA
RLUIPA to include the
the following
following new
preservation conflicts
provisions:

1) Spell
off-limits to
Spellout
outthat
thatinteriors
interiorsare
are generally off-limits
topreservation
preservation review;
2) Redefine
Redefineor
orclarify
clarifyspecific
specificclauses
clausessuch
such as
as “substantial burden”;
3) Develop
Developnational
nationalconsistency
consistencywith
withstandard
standard historic
historicpreservation
preservation guidelines
guidelines as
as

they pertain
pertain to
to religious
religious institutions;
4) Include
Includeaaprovision
provisionrequiring
requiringparties
partiestotoparticipate
participateininalternate
alternate dispute
dispute

resolution
(ADR) prior to litigating;
resolution (ADR)
litigating; and
and
5) Revise
provision such
such that
that itit only
only applies
applies ifif aa finder
finder of
Revisethe
theattorney
attorney fees
fees award provision
fact
existence of
of scienter on the part of the
fact determines
determines the existence
the government.

The last two revisions are
are more
more important
important than
than they
they might
might seem.
seem. Only
Only when the threat of
needless
andexpensive
expensivelitigation
litigation is
needless and
is removed
removed from
fromplay
playcan
canthe
theopposing
opposingsides
sides address
address

the underlying
underlying problems.
problems. The
The problems
problemswill
will vary wildly,
wildly, from
fromfunding
fundingto
tocongregation
congregation
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size, from parking lots to orthodox beliefs. Many
Manyperhaps
perhaps will
willbe
beunable
unable to
to be
be resolved
resolved
without
without the
the proverbial
proverbial day
day in
in court,
court, but
but the
the vast
vast majority
majorityshould
should be
be solvable in
in the
the calmer
province of
of alternate
alternate dispute resolution. There
There isistoo
toomuch
muchat
at stake,
stake, in
in both
both camps,
camps, to
bypass
the opportunity
opportunity to
bypass the
to talk,
talk, and
and to
to be
be heard.
heard.
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